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PEKSONAL r,NU September 13, iJe .
G0111.1 L Fain AL

Ity dear Mr. Gilbert:

I era so glad that you wrote me ae fully Ce you did in your letter of

Septfmsibt:r 8. There is much in your leti.lr rhich is enlip:htening and givee e.

point of view /MO is most difficult for us to develop her:; nr from the

ecEne of events as to the Uemea plea, and a point of view not only es to Lhe

economic developmente in k.iermany tAit as to Llie c,oncerned.

If woaL I wad Lo Ur. 6cbacht hais tsea of any .;erice in improving his

attitude, I em indeed de,libi.ed, and if it needs to he rid ai,sin you may count

upon my saying it or writing IL or singin,:. it or r.histlinz it, 1._-..oeuet, after

all, such en attitude Mb wF discuseed, monk such men ea Schacht, is oerceinly

in the German interest.

We have no disagreement as to the Reichebank policy, anci while our

inn-Amation mass of course, asficient at Lie time, is rather seriously questicned

Schacht's policy when we *ere ciiscueeing it et the time. Cr he visit.

Putting the Ouaget problem and -Lbe tranefer problem into L,.:perste com-

partments is, af e.oures, a mistake. My letter on that point was distinctly in-

complete, and I a rec Kith you that the record se,ms _vcry confirma-

tion of the view that leak of economy in oungetery expenditure and excessive

borrowing abro,::a for non-productive purposes, com1;ined, can eeriouely undermine

the German economy by producing extravLgance end over-expenditure by tke people,

making it too easy to import luxuries, end consequently impairing capecity of

trant,fer. The facts in brief seem to be that during. th laet ye .r or Ltvo the

extensive foreign borrowing, plus the $250,000,000 of devieen lost by the h_iehs-

bank from its reserve, Itave isf;f:in furnished the means of effecting trunefurs as

well as means for unnecessary imports of luxuries.
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2 Hon. . Parker Gilbert 9/16/27.

I bm so &lad to have your vi..?vs and your ex?lanbtion of .Lhe situation,

an it ai11 be moat helpful. I wish you could write an often.

me antimil I have airs:Ay had one opport4nity, and shall have

others, for little quiet talk iiith Dr. who wz..s here yoateruay arm erho

made a very favorable iirprestiou.

I trn anxioub to 8:7, that lett,..r of they 29. It ii6y be that you would

like tomething ?tout that, and if co, I v,111 vith ileaeure.

Hon. 3. Parker Gilbert.
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September 24, 1927.

My _'.(;:e.r Gilbert:

rhile this letter will not be complete, I think I should write you an

Interim report 07/ I.O1 discupaione with liarrie, Forbes do Company, following receipt

of your cables, &E I may not have time to io ao until late next week, and I am

cleening up mail et home Lo-day so ac to h'.ere a clear desk next londey.

The first intimation I h*d of the Peuaeirtn loan was only e couple of days

before the receipt of :'cur firer, cable when it we steten in one of the New York

newspapers that such a loan es being negotiated. I think you will egree that our

situation is such in New York that it is unwise for us at the Reserve bank to take

the initiative in advising or acmoniehing bankers as to the conauct of their busi-

ness in these matters. Fen of these loans are handled by the member benke, and it

Le only ty a rather extreme construction of our responsitility to the general

thet we can find ground for initiating propotele to the private bankere, an

tl-!en we beck always to do so upon the theory that we hens a general responsibility

to the country in monetary setters which justifies us in furnishing them with in-

forme.tion and even opinions, if tusked, even though we are not willing to go so far

5t3 to OM.7 advice.

I sag amazed to learn by your catice that no intimation of negotiations

had reached you, and further, I am ::.etonished to learn th.;t you heu been quoted in

Perlin as having ssr3ented.

Noy, to elaborate my rather brief cable. Immediately upon receipt of

your first cable thich arrived ledneedey, September 21, I telephoned the contents

to Castle in the Department of Stetti, Secretary Kellogg beinL, ae.ey. he informed me

act Culle had already called at the Department to discuss the loan, that he had

stated to Dulles that the Department would msint%in the position which it hd
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previously taken as expressed in a former letter regerding the fire, ?ruasian Loan,

and would not affirmatively object to the placing of the loon, but he did not hesi-

tate. to tell Mr. Dulles that they aid not like the bubintae. Dulles belle tile that

it was understood. that the Department would address Harris, F:,rbee and Company in a

similar letter to the earlier one.

Your second cable arrived Thursday morning, September 22. Ihie I imme-

diately communicated to Cattle by telephone who then informed me that the. Dep!.rt-

sent heal receives come communicedon from Perlin, presumably our kmbetseaocr, indi-

ostine, the need of eome caution in derling i-ith the Pruesien Loan. I immedi. tely

telephoned to Mr. Lloyd Smith ox Harris, Forbes & Company, and he end his partner,

Bell, together with Mr. Allen Dulles and er. Cricpell, their counsel, came to my

office, and with Mr. Harrison present, I see:.: that portion of your cable ae to

notifying Harris, Forbes ,± Company of your intention to publish the letter of

September 20, 1946, should any prubsian Loan be offered. They sere Er:;.e..tly aeton-

ibhed, ane tool the position that, relying upon their formtr discussion end corres-

pondence on this subject an upon Mr. opiaien following the receipt of Sir

Lees, opinion, they had proposed to ineue a prospectus in tertne which they

felt fully met the, objections expressed in your letter to the Gentles) Finance Minis-

ter, that is, they felt that it dieclosed to intending; subscribers the etecondary

character of the security for the loan. They expressed greet re! ret V:rit the first

probpectue, out entirely Lc an error, heti included three or four lines to which ob-

jection had been 111:..GC, and which they had really intendet to eliminate. The pros-

peetus is no ..afore me, and I am unable to quote from it. They also expressed

the view tnat the publication of the 1.:_tter of Septemte.r 20, 1926, mould not only

of f ee. the i eaut, but might give rise to such t'";oubta as to all Cermen loane as to

does the ineric:n market to further German torrcwing and poEsibly hens a eerious

effect upon the whole international position. They felt that the firm of Harris,
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3 Hon. S. Parker Gilbert /4e4/27.

40 Forbes & Company had established a reputation in Germany for responsibility ane

probity in all of their transactione, and that unless they .ere prevented. by some

euperior force from carrying out their contract they would be discredited. They

did say tl.at there k46 a force m .jeure clauee in their contract, althousn tne

language wee not given to me and I nave no mean:: of juasios it could to

invoked under the preeent circumetancee.

It Aac decided that they kould -and you a ceOle as tney ba.ve

done and I took the literzy of 6u,gt:ektir:6 that it 62101.11C: cos epLeific as poesibie

in roger:: to the propceei to pu-lieh your lut :cr to the Minister of finance.

I really feel that they are, to dome blight extent, thr: vietime of 1.n

unfortunate situation which has arisen, principally due to home

beti.cen you and they or you Lad the German Government 'hien you nay not Lino to

be excueeble tut ..hich ia really nonset on their pert, add which they certainly

greatly deplore.

In this zonnection it is important that you should know one thins a tout

our conversations iith Harrie, Torbee Company a year eau laet ilareh *hen the

proposed el le) (..;entrele Loan cte firaL Prussian Loan .ere Lein& dis-

cueeed. In your doted M-:rch 5 you ete.tec:

"A rather good recore: of reducing, oblisetione has been meue
but the beretungs-Stelle still seems not able to resist political
pre teure_. eyereplEe: of Okla L1-. e intermeole-iou of ite preeent
attitude towerds proposed loan to Prussian State end the approval
it recently gave to Giro Centr:de loan elthough the lobs sae dis-

approved by Finance Minister and the Reichebank. The latter loan
wee .;nit;, uneeeeeeery end almost entirely bad and Prueeian .Atite
loan would seem especially unjustifiable end contrery to interests

of 8,Itte..el situation."

I ei etinctly rectal either ee, filn6 thie kart of the cede or 6ivint,

pLraphrt-Le of it to Mr. Lloyd Smith when he !tee in aly office liecuseing these

loan..-, and poietee out to hiai that irrespective of any 1e64.:1 yueutione involved,

or even irrespective of the goodness of thou loans, I thought, tla a yr teticai

tatter, he should take notice of the attitude expreeaed in your cable seas it eeemec
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4 Ron. Fark:r Gilbert W/Le/e7.

rto he a definite: irrqcetion of *hat position you !debt be forced to take., eed,r,

I some yeere Teter, in ca,.e the trenefer prohlem beceme acute and circumetencee

required a decision ee to whether the execution of the Dewee. plen it justify

or rewire imposing one restrictione upon trenef..ra to c.ct Inane ehich ecet. re:-

ar-tee as objectionable in order that trenefers to meet repertion peymente might

be mule. I recall etatIoe that so fe.r me. I vas ( pure this E the first time

that you lard ever expressed yourself e.6 definitely EtE that, even privately to me.

He did seem Ft tint time very much impressed by this suggestion, and after he

l! ft. the office at. our firet meeting and I had had en opportunity to refresh my

mastery by i;oing through the tiles, I called his on the telephone, eckee him if he

did recall that conversation, end be ac'reittee that be did, elthou.h is 1:.d not

been given consideretion in connection with this neeotietion. I imeelne teat it

66 foreotten.

When Mr. sell, eccomanied by Mr. Foeter ,ne. Ir. Griepell, cellea

aer,;.e on Fridey to 01PCUSt'. the setter further, enc.; I exeleined the euteterdee of

this convereetion to them and pointed out that in view of the fact thee they *ere

aceueinteci wield the Levee of your lather to the leinence Minister, with the opinion

of %Viten! Lees, with the communication between the Iteplretion Cemmiesion and

the trustee of the reperetior bond issue of the German Stete, ane. Ir. vied. of the

fact that their acquaint nice with theme coremuni tione have lee them to eeeurr

the opinion of =e r. Dulles which had e.uideo them in their present neeotie.tions, it

hardly eeceee poeeible that they could claim coy lack of knowledee of the position

of the Rep: retion £'ent, and, following whet Mr. Castle had eale, of the position of

our Department of St .te and. what I had s. id in our teaks of March `e6 of the position,

suite unofficial end friendly, of the Federal reeerve bank.

Since our talk with Harris, Forbes k Compa.ny on Thursday, I hd a fur-deer

talk with Teen, Foster 'dunce and Criepell yeetd relay of grout an hour, and reviewed

the eituation from o:ir standpoint quit,: fully. I told the that I could no: ive
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them any opinion or aevice or take any position as to the juridical queetions in

volved, that, in fact, we had no responsibility or authority thrt neceeeitated

our giving them any counsel or advice or infonsttion except on the broad around

of our general responsibility in monetary matters, that I felt that no opinion

rendered ty a lawyer, no matter how familiar with the law and the facts a: Foster

Dulles unioubtedly was, could be sufficient under existing circumetences to ,justify

a conviction to be conveyed to investors that the interest and principal of these

loans could under certain circumstances be legally paid and, that under those cir-

cumstances Prussia would practically be able to meet them. That was a question r

busineeL judgment. I gege them some little outline as to what the general problem

of the excLanges and transfers and all those netters involve, and said that, in

point of fact, aside from the legal enC practical queetions, there seems to be eore

moral question involved in offering a loan to the public in the position teat this

one wee, when the obligation of the State of Prussia to pay collars implie: the

obligation to transfer dollars, and the:. any statement ehich was areetuate to bring

the facts before investors might indeed be effective in making, the loan unsalable.

I wt s unable, nor would anyone else be able, to hazard any guess as to what the

future had in store for the reparation plan or or decisions on these questione in

case the CepL,.retion plan encountered difficulties. It wee solely a matter of bud.-

nese judgment tut, in view of my own friendship with the firm of Harris, Forbes &

Company, I certainly felt justified in 6iving thee the bare facts so far as we

kne them so that, in deciding these questions, they could not feel that they had

not been informed.

As matters now stand, your long: cable quoting your cable to them has just

been received. Her:icon has telepho-ed it to the Stete Department b.n-c, to the

Treasury and will Lend copies to-day. I personally feel that the cr ble is b.usirt.ble

in every respect except one, and possibly that might be avoided. You emphasize

the objection on the ground of the a, condary cht racterof the security. I do not
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8 Hon. S. Parker Ciltert .VZ4 /27. 
rwee how you can advance any other ground without taking the very poeition which you

have ecrupulously evoidea taking ee to the goodness Lino. proptieteor thee loans. Exit

in emphasizing, that point you do cut the ground out from tinder your feet in cede

they deci e to issue a circular which makes this point absolutely clear to all

investors.

I have been trying to consici r carefully whit the effect would be of the

publication of the letter of September 20, 192.8. It is difficult to bay. The

letter ie quite long. You could hardly expect it to be published in full and to

the extent that it wee published it is quite likely that it would appear under

heavy Dead lines with sensational comments which might have a really beri0U8 effect

upon all German financing. I am in grave doubt of the iecom of its publication

on that a c coun t. I feel equally certain that it is unlikely that our Department of

State, after the conversations which have already occurred, will take a definite

and affirmative position with the bankers. The sudden cieuth of the German isetaeericior

may : dd to the difficulty of making repreeentetione to the German Government as

suggested in your cable, although when I last talked with Secretary Kellogg he said

that he intended to take these mattere up with the German embeeeedor att, soon es he

arrived in L.ehington sne tell him pretty definitely how he felt about them.

In enema, it seems to me thet there is not very much that the Federal

reserve bank can do .itheut assuming a great deal of responsibility, the warrant

for which would be some representations to us by our own Government. In this in-

,tence, Mr. Castle asked me specifically to talk with Harris, Forbes & Company as

he thought it would be helpful to the position of the Department, ana I have cer-

tainly done so a,: fully ee I felt justified. Little can to expected through

cooperation among Mmerican bankers, as there always seem to be come, anu always

probably will be some, who are willing to handle these loans despite any expres-

clone which our Government or the Federal reserve bank may be willing to make,
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7 Hon. 13. Parker Silbert /Zzl,

lb°
db. unless the position of the Stete Liepartin:-.-nt io mucn more definite than has yet

seemed to them possible. We must, th,lrefore, concha e that if a suitable control

is to be exercised it must be brought anout in ilermtny, and I should think that

this would involve a pretty uefinit.a stand on your part and pretty d.:_finite repre-

eentations to the Gordian Gov,::rnm nt by our GovLrnment. If you continue to msinteic.

the position that you are not responsible for supervision of German foreign borrow

ing, and despite th,:t position, you should assume responsibility of putlishing

correspondence which wo'lld, in fact, put you in the position of ewer-deice: ah

influence almost etrong enough to be interpreted is a control, I hardly see how

you can escape a certain responsibility for serious consequences in care they tri:_e.

My apprehension would be not us to the immediate future, but the longer future.

If the publication of your letter should result in lz.rgely closing our mai-kete to

Ge man loans, then, indeed, tranefor difficulties may soon arise. If they

do, the further impairment of k;ermen ereuit may make all transfers impossible.

This would precipitate the tee-, of the Dawes elan at least a year thirl 1,:r than

teems to be desirable and poseibly neceset..ry.

I have had some feeling of uneasiness about the convereetione which have

already taken place. The Hanle, Ferber, group includes crown Broth.,re, the

Equitable Trust Company anc, I believe, one or two others. These g,entlemen are,

of course, meeting rod repeating what they have tie.:.ro from you and whet ice have

told them, and I imagine they will uo 60 with rather grave faces, if I can Judge

by the reaction to the meetings alreauy held in our office. Wor.i of this sort

passes Lround very quickly. If someone, in a fit of bad temper, should let this

leak to the newepap.rs following the decision by tha bank rs not to offer the

Prussian Loan, and if whatever appeared in the newep..pers should include s state-

ment, even though unwarranted, that you and we were responsible for the failure

to carry out the contract to place the Pruseden loan, I suppose the effect would

be Just as serious t.fa uhough the letter to the Finfinci Winister liter published.
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 Hon. o Parker Gil art 9/24/27.

I have cautioned them as fully anc: carefully
Ea:, I could, but you know ho* inaouate

these .,:autions are. I do not fear anything of that tort happening, of course, if

the loan ie issued. It is only in oa, e is not issued. 6o Harrison ano I are

going to vend you a cable some time to-day or Sunday and this Atter *ill be mailed

either early next week sr at the end of the week after the situation has developed

further.

oeptemeer 29,

The situation hoe changeo :*o rapidly since dictati% the aoolia that I

have held my letter for further elaboration, To give you a eluar picture I am

having a pretty complete set of clippings made which will exhibit the extentive

putlicity which the disclosure of the ciscussion nt.b CLU3tC.

hat eeems to have happeneu in labhin6ton may or may riot ht. v. been un-

fortunate. As I understand it, when the newopap,re callec following the purlica-

tion of the Journal of Gommetee article, they were told thai, while 'oho Leper:sent

hao not altered its policy and had uo informe tho bonkerb who had applied for

"clearance," she iJepartment, nevertheless, deplorod the maUng of certain t!iess

of loans such as this one :Ind that, of source, gave ri,t.e to all the putlioity.

Secretary Kellogg hab been away, but I am informed that one of the 6CC-

rAllri ea had a talk with Mr. kiep, Gouncillor of V.-, ;:Mttavey, who called to inquire

about the incident, and he was told iu rather vLorous terms thi.t t flood. of state

and municipal loanu in this country would be disturbing end. diecoLoartini;, and

that some sort of a communication would be or had been bent to the Gormon Govern-

ment either formally or informally in soma fashion. my kmoltuo of "alr_, incident

is rather slender, but 'a:: conversation took place and I understand sus pretty

definite.

Since there pu:lications th re has been no end of discussion and some

little uncertainty if not apprehension Emong the bsnkere as to the outlook. The

position, 48 we gather it from those we have tk.lked with, setae to be that
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in the early :Jar s they resented el.e intervention of the Depertzent of State and
.111

Hon. S. Parker Gilbert e/2927.

111 claiwee to be willing and able to ex_rcieu their on judeenont LI:, to t;:l.:1 propriety

and 600d-410643 uY loans Gernau borroeere, Lit incident hats now rether led them

to dceir ague more epeoific end ti:-.finite direction from the Department ae a guide

to their policy. It cunetently recure in our ooneersetiene that they tisla to be

told whet to do and **lt not to do quite seecifieelly. I have einpl-y cold thse:

that .ge cannot tell the', the:. I undereteind you urrtrillieg un:-.b.le to d eo,

certainly more definitely than you eiruaiy hee.e, 3.ttitu%:.: of tee Dz rtment

of State tree been mede perfectly clear to the*. I 'neve discueeed with two or ehree

of them .t_11 of tlte various clif_icuitieu of eettine, up anythine epproa(shinE e con-

trol, eielver ebroueh the lendere or through the :-..epereeiens orgenie: Lion, talc', in-

euired by the leedine beakers do not meet hilt:. form a ;.131111111 th: formulate their

views end sulmit i.hem elefiniLeely r.nt_ apeeifically in riting to the Department of

State, and it' thf.. :eel the., the exercise of centred in CA-erlTiany is not eeequate

they should :so end ascertain .deather our Goveenseent not take stepe to

eocuro more. Lds4w.Lu control.

Tito fact is this publioe:Lion haft been t. bit of ,t bomb shell eo the

bankers ,6re all of e twitter. Cn the other hen°, up to it bOviii8 to

have lied no effect upon the itacrieen valuee of German securities which reil,r sur-

prises us. Hsrri3, Forteo Compeny tell ue thet in preperaticn for the issue of

the new Pruaeian loan they hought a foe; bore_:e of tle old iezne, which edvenced them

fro-, about 99 to 99 1/4 or 3/9. They diecontinued buying slier. this publication

occurred, end tl.e bonds are still cellinc et 99 1/4. It i.. a little too early,

howev!-r, to judge finally of the market effects.

You will be interested to leern that in my talk yesterday with hay Vorrie

he stated that when he celled he heed asked you in tfe.nerta what your etti Woe *.s

about the etete and municipel loans which are cow bs.ieg proposteo, and that be

had mentioned e Prussian loan as in prospect. He then repeated what he understood

to be your position, which we not altogether fevoretle although discleiwing
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responeibility, end imnedietely after that he attended n meeting of tneir group and

repeated exactly what had been said in the conversation :almost verbatim. I called

his attention to the, fact thst fits effort to seek. from you unofficially or from us

what he described as "guidance" without undertaking to impose any reeponsibility,

nevertheless reeultcsi in his gutting these; viete and opinions to °there r.aia that,

if eny difficulty did develop it we b unavoluable that ho asa the °there concerned

would et once use thes,.: conversatiocs jtetification for *hat had teem eons, sae

I theu,sht that his own atnturent to me 50 uld have the inevitable result of making

us very ceutioue indeed a,s to what we might say ana likely have ills ciume cfiect

upon you.

On the shole I cannct but regz.r.,.; the present situation as extremely un-

satisfestory. If the impression growo from the gra.snt aiecuession teat you and

our Cov:rnment and even the Rees:rye bank are frowning upon loans of a certain type

to Germany it is suite poaeirle that it, sill have rather far-reaching Consequences

in the market for :to:men eL:curities. It all points eo the need for regularizing

the situation. Our position is, as we nave reiterated to everybody and fle I per-

eonally feel, fest cur rcsisansibility does not extend beyons airectly advising

our own Government, for whom we are fiscal agents, ana endeavoring to conform riuy-

thine; that we 1314 to the bankera Lo whatever policy our Government indicates co us.

This rule, I think you will agree, we hate carefully observed.

Morris tells me that aiwsl Dulles first called at the Separtment his die-

cussion w 'b entirely with Mr. Yount who has succeedeu Mr. Leland Harrison in hand-

ling these mstterta end that Mr. /oung had substantially agrees upon the

terms of t: letter to be written by the i;epertment which, in feet, was draftee while

Mr. Dulles wee there, but that he now understood that some communicstion from tilt:,

ilmerican iimbeeeccor in i:erlin had held up the signing and delivery of the letter

although they had no ::outs, that the letter, havim been promised, would in sue

course be sinned and sent to them. It does seem unfortunate that after this con-

versation c. responsible American bankins house should be in the position where they
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11 Hon. S. Park-r Gilb-rt 9/28/T7.°
en:e uncble to carry out ft formal written contract. They think this in peculiarly

unfortunate when a9 I understand, tno thirds of tha proceeds of the loan are to be

devoted exclusively to np-icultural development in Prussia aua the other one third

to harbor works, all of which, t!Icy contend, era productive and will, in fact, im-

prove Germany's capacity to pry reparations b.nd your !.hility to effect transfers.

I did point out that this ergument night be cpecioue were it founa' that lending

.T30,000,000 to Pruneia ern.hled t'.c Pruosinn Government to appropriate the equivn-

lent of , ite budget income to unnececar cud unproductive expenditure ziuch as

building opera houses, etc.

In our last conversation with Harris, Forbes t Company and Mr. Ray Morris

I steted to the thtt their obvious effort to uubstitute the judoient or decision

of some other authority for their own judgment or decision et to making loana to

Prucnia, etc., predicated to r.y mind that alat they desired 1.a8 to place the re5pon-

a till ty upon eoracone el i rtther than :°°7:zume it Lhemaelveu, as had formerly been

the. Et ti ude of the bcalkers. I have asked them to consider ghethar (in ca-u they

cannot ef'net such a substitut ion of judgment) they are interested be beakers in

the prog so of whether the total borrowings of G..nmuny .2road, come part of which

arty he for unproductive purposes or have the effect of releLuing revenues for e.A-

penditure for unproductive purposar, may not, in fstt, have the same effect upon

Ctrnan feconom; th' t ovr-ia:sues au:: debtaement of the currency hbve, end whether,

in fact, the eitunnion of ;_- nation hhich ha.; goat through bankrupt and made u

composition -ith its crtdi tors it any di 'fel ant from that of nn individual who has

given e eeriLu of notes to his ortdi tore and who thereupon borrows money in 1 ,z-ce

emulate in order to maintain n lerce and extravagant E6tallishmont, me--or care and

yacht, and. indulgo iv le Dish entertainmmt, etc. I have also stakec: them 7,e con-

sider tthether there is any fundamental diffrence beLvn:.-n an 16010 of n ark loran

in the United Statte :pith the guaranty of Prubois or of thL G,rmen Government that

it will not only w marks but will trenefer marks into Qolltrb to meet the bernice
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is 12 Hon. S. Parker Gilbert J/28/27.

of the loan at a fixed rate, and the direct issue of a dollar loan, ana that if

they rely upon the diecloeure in the prorpectus os to possible difficulties in the

transfer, can they do so effectively to ik-norant subscribers without destroying

the market for the bonds? Finally, I have asked there to beer in mind always that

we simply wish to he of some service, but not to assume any authority, and that

naturally, as the Government's fiecal agents:, whenever we are asked to do anything

in these matters, if we are able to do so without assuming unwarranted responsibil-

ities it is our duty to do so.

At this moment your cable of the 27th has arrived, and as I am uptown

Mr. Harrison will communicate with Harris, Forbes & Company and Mr. Leon Fraser

and answer as soon as possible.

I as sorry to burden you with such a long letter, but this matter is

really reaching a point where it may result in any sort of a development, and I

thought you should have a pretty complete record of what has transpired.

October 5, 1927.

With this addition the above narrative seems about complete. Mr. Bell

of Harris, Forbes & Company, called to advise us that he was proposing to sail,

and Mr. Fraser also had a talk with Mr. Herrieon and gave him the substance of

whet was contained in our last cable reissrding his interview with Harris, Fortes

& Company.

Since Mr. Bell etiled there have been no particular developments save a.

good deal of newspaper publicity as to what the German Government proposes to do

in th: face of your opposition and that of our Government to the issue of the

Prussian Loan. I hope it will all work out satisfactorily and will reeult in an

adequate control being exercised in Berlin. That is where it belongs and I can

see great difficulty in atttopting it by any other ethoo.
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13 Hon. S. Parker Gilbert 10/b/27.

Copiers of all cables that have pat-ben between us on this subject are

enclosed in confirmation.

Hon. S. Parker Gilbert,
Agent General for Reparation Payments,
55 Luisenstraese,
Eerlin, Germany.

BS /RAH

Sincerely yours,
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Not el 7righton,
Atlentic City, N. J.,
March 3, 1928.

lb dear Cilbe rt

Illness ha s interfered with my writ ing you q I should bther -
vise hove done some time ago about one or two matters *Leh ye discussed
in /"err York durirf your hasty vie it with me. Of COUTO°, I must rite
you in very strict confid once, an3 afa a orry that deferring my t rip to

ope lu s prevent ed my explaining i in pa reon rather then by the clumsy
vehicle of a 1 ett er .

You recounted tome quite in detail your feelings about the
gewral possibilities of a settlement of the re oration problem and
its relotion to the debts owing to -tr. Covernment. I remember wry

distinctly the pos it ion you took, which i 3 qbsolutely in harmony with
the caw I feel myself aril I need not re -peat it here. When Niemeyer was

vie Iting us we ha d two long talks on this matter. I was care zl t o ex-
plain to him, of course, that I had no r.Ithority, very little influence
and could only express to him -y orn views, not having diz.cussed the
matter in .ashinc,on for a good while. I told him very frmkly that
it seemed to a to be a great mistake to push for a general financial
settlement made concurrently by all debtors aid creditors. The oppor-

tunity for doing that passed a good while aco, and unless there were

distimt chonge of public opinion in this court ry it would do no good

to male the attempt and might d o much harm. It etruok nty that ex-
perienced people in '.urope should be able to appraise Cern any's cepa-

ty, agree among t113=3 elves as to whet Germeny could p and wha t

:;apit a adjustment could be effected, etc., when the time °erne, and

tlen, if they felt justified in pirr OE: chip? our (.7 over trio nt subsequent

`,o arriving at their own understanding as to Ucrmany a n3 their own
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*Iron. Parker Gilt ert 3/3/28.

debts, why, of course, there was no reason why they should not do so.
*a Balfour note end 11143 expressions soaking to put 'this oonntry in
the posit ion of a harsh credit or aria t o force upon us the burden oft. anY

concession the t was made to Ca= any, he so obviously be en mistakeb

and boon handler"; in suoh maladroit fashion that a revival of that at-
tempt .7,truek me as foolhardy. :;ler.1073 r  ym ql much disappointed

I should hold this opinion, and eail that it ni.tLrally implied tl)at
ttay would hive to agree to a great reluotion 3071e day in Cersnny's
payments, a nd redue ti on of payment s among themselves, without any a:isur-

ance t he t ':hey could jot concessions from t United States; that it
was e skier them to t rust our generosity beyond what human ncture could

be expected to do. I tried to point out to him as gently as p-ssible
that there 1rd been so many cherges bandied about in regard to our
militoxy, financial and moral responsibiliV in connection with the
var that I felt it was now necessary for them to dc, exactly that;

y, t rust us. If the new administration pro ved to be willing to
reopen the sub :ect and review the ,'ebt situation, it might be that
,omethin could be done. nut that was in the lap at the gods. I

told him very frankly that he buei ness of ba it Ur the :gent Cener al

will prove to be on unprofitable occupation. Your position was such

tint in the ,nu you would oomsend the confidonce of the ixablic, and
that yi.ur 7'ecommendatione, which war- disinterested, wet hound to

carry more lidight than anything whic h appeared from more interest ed

sources, that is, from th:,by chancellor /CO of the various Eovernment s,

and I hoped that the c re d it or gone rnment a would continue the pa3 iti on

or f iv 1 ne you t heir full support.

;A times ht) misplayed some tendency to be critical of the

posit ion you had ta,;-:.en as t o the rep.erati on lien aid transfer priorities
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San. 2ark. er Gilbert -- 3 - 3/3/28.

agoinuicated in your n et e to the German Cove ment and the annual report.
He thoucht possibly that wee Fo ing a bit far in making commi'-ments, etc.,
but d id not give very much emphasis tc that point. I may say that

i'iemWer displayed e broader point of vi ew and a much m ore understand ing

one on this subject than I have ever before heard his express. It is
pos sib le that I detect ed some chant- e in the ind iv id ual due t o the i nflu-

en ce of his ban k Surround s, as dis ti nen i she :1 from the atmosphere of

'_'his was the main sub st,Ence of our talk. I was care:521 t:

quote no one.

The other matter that oarta up disturbed me a bit , and I am

wonde.riT if ther- is anythir that I could do or should do in connec-
tion with it. He seemed to feel that sane friction had arisen between

you and Leith -i0E1S. I hope there is nothing in it. :loss is probably

tL e only rm n i n the ire a su rte who knows anything about the se reparation

and debt matters now that !-,he old crowd are all out. I have always

had a pretty high regard for him, although I have known him much less

intimately than either Bla eke tt or Viewer. The permanent of ficials

in the British Treasury have always boen rather hard-boiled, as you
know, but they have inA pretty able men there and fellows with whom one

can rally do busirr ss. I am wonderirc what the trouble is, and whether

Norman's art Niemeyer's influenc e r.-ay not be empl:-'yed. This is going

far outside of my own territory, but I thought you should know sormthing

o f what t ran spired.

!'y illness has prevented my seeirv: Mr. Mellon and almost

everyone else in -ashington and New York, so I am not very well posted

as to rin,.ters in which you would be interested. I return to New

York in a couple of weeks I am hoping to have a gerrral survey made o0
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the market for Gernan seetreitie s, a fri o I! the atmosphere and of the
4101 ing among the bolt houses. for to time is apiros °thing ?hen the
question of Corm: z-1 loans must be 1 eked squarely in the face. It is
rather significant that the irussian loan is the one sellin,. more
below the tasue price than any other, as I recall, and most of t bo

inemttrial loans are selling above the issue price.
plane are still indefinite, but I have a hope that it

be possible for me to sail some time in 31w, and if so, I shall
count upon seeing you.

Please write me :t: art you  et a chance, but address me at
the b rink, as I uha lI not be here very much toner.

..ith best regar2s t o you, as absays,

7:incerely yours,

Hon. Parker Gilbert,
Agent Gem ral for .1eparation 7ayments,
33 Luisenstresse,
Berlin, Cermony.
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GONFIDTMTTAT,

(blear Gilbert:

lashin-ton, D. C.,
?larch 27, 1928.

Tt wns very good of you to write me Yebrunry 26 on the matter we discussed

when you were at Now York, and to send me a copy of your memorandum of February 24.

I have just rend it through a second tine and T can find no flaw in the

arguments. in fact, it strikes no as a fine statesnantilro document, and as to the

merits of the argument, timely in being (rerouted before any more of these unfortu

ante ptblic commitments are made by non holding important offico. They are alto-

Tether too ormlo to do that before they ere fully acquainted with the facts and

possibilities.

That troubles me about a practical conclusion along the line of your

memorandum relates to that very human weakness. Soar& your memory, as / have just

nn-,, and you will find that loading otatosmen and important non who influence public

opinion, as well as the preen of all of the largo croditor nations of Germany, are

committed almost beyond the possibility of chance to the idea that any reduction of

rmmtrls reparation payments will be accented only if corrosponding reductions

can be made in payments to their creditors, and in this country, we being the largest

creditor nation of them all, there is almost an equally definite re cord of lic Char-

acter that no rouction in the amounts paid under the debt oottlement will be toler-

ated.

7ithout regard to whether th7s has been a wise attitude or not, it would

appear to no to be ask'mr a great deal more than is ordinarily humanly possible to

get the nations of lurope now receivin7 there reparation payments to agree to any

reduction, either in the hope that no will subsequontiy agreo upon a reduction, or

that they can justify it before their own reoele without a reduction by this country.

rractically, from the basis of the views hold abroad, it is asking them to

trust a good deal to luck or to our generosity in case the proposals of your nomoran-

dum involve a matrIlal reduction of the amount of the annuity or the termination of
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neyments for any appreciable time less than Dint,. years. You may, however, have reason

Ilkelieve that they will accept reduttions without erpecting reductions from us, but

tb-t I very much doubt.

Another situation which wilt complicate matters is the one I think we men-

tioned about the ?ronch settlement. They hnve the ro1,00,000,000 commercial debt fall-

ing due before long. This Congress will adjourn, most people say, in ray or June at

the latest and, of course, there will be no opportunity to effect a settlement and

have it ratified by Congress even though no change in the present terms were attempted

.,afore this Congress adjourns. The next session is the short one, following the

Ovember election, commonly Imom as the lame dug* session, where, as you know, noth-

ing is ever done. The new Congress will not assemble, riless called to a special

session, until recember'29. So it looks as though nothing could be done there much

under two years unless some miracle should happen. nor., therefore, can anythine be

Jttempted along the lino of your argument unless it be atteapted quite independently

of the possibility of any concession from the United states.

Then again, if no general settlement can bo effected between now and, say,

the winter of 1929-30, will the Danoe plan stand up an long as that, without a large

accumulation of rrrks and the possible conseeuRnce of some impairment of German credit

abroad which I hnve always felt would be likely to arie to some degree whenever it

is found impossible to effect transfers completely. The one mppoal for a settlenrnt

by some capital transaction which might induce creditors to attempt it prior to any

attempt to read just the American debt is, of course, the need for mine the American

investment mneent for etching in securities which Gernmay mny iscue, such as the rail-

road and industrial bonds. Another difficulty in the way of any sort of an adjustment

without dragging in the subject of our debt is the fact that it will require ratifica-

tion by all the nations whidl partici3ate, not only in the Pawes Plan but in the Treaty

of Versailles. As one of the participants in the Dawes Plan we would naturally be made
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Mr. S. Parker Gilbert - 3 - 3/27/28.

a party to any such procedure, and how then could we escape, even if we desired to

itso, a general debt discussion growing out of a general repnration discussion?

I pm Just thinlxinc aloud end raising questions which doubtless you have

already fac-d, but which appear to me to be of much consequence to the success of

your program.

I hate written Jay fully about my plans and he will show you the letter.

rybost regards to yaw:, as always,

Sincerely your,

Mr. S. P:r1.11.er Mlbcrt,

33 Luisenetrasse,
Berlin, Germany.
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Hotel George V,
Paris, June 27, 1928.

PER3ONAL

My dear Gilbert:

Mr. Harriron arrived on schedule, and I have had two very de-

lightful days with him, during which he gave me n report of his trip, in-

cluding something of what transpired in Berlin. He tells me that you are

very short-handed, and I gathered from what he said that thcro seas not

much poesibility of my seeing you during my stay over here unless I were

able to get to Berlin myself. This, I am sorry to say, will not be possi-

ble. If, howovor, you do find it feasible to spend oven a short time at

vian, you must know how much I shall enjoy it and profit by it.

With practically all of your organisation who aro personal friends

of mine absent just now, I must concentrate my messages upon Grandma, co

please give her my love and tell her that, if she should come to avian with

you, it would cheer me tremendously and nothing would please me more.

Very sincerely yours,

Bon. S. Parker Gilbert,
Agent General for Reparation Payments,
!L RLIII.
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Royal Hotel,
Evian-les-Rains, July 4, 1928.

nazona

Dear Gilbert:

By good fortuno, Jay and I had a visit in Paris. It was quite

a chance, as he was looking for Harrison and found me. He spoke rather

definitely of your intention to stop here some time during this month, so

I am enclosing a memorandum making the best guess I can as to visitors,

and if you aro ablo to come and wish to, you can understand how delighted

I will be to see you. Bring Grandma too if you can.

Of course, it makes no difference if you are here at the same

time as some of the others, but if your time is at all flexible, take your

pick. Only let me know in advance what accommodations you will wish, sc

that we can reserve rooms, as the hotel will probably be crowded after

July 15th. They have promised to take care of you, however.

In view of some matters happening at home, it may prove to be

rather important that we should have a visit, if you can arrange it. I am

only sorry not to go to Berlin.

My best as always to you and Grandma.

Sincerely yours,

Non. S. Parker Gilbert,
33, Luisenstrasse,

133:"1
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Royal Hotel,
Evian-les-Dains, Ally 14, 1928.

pragoNAL

My dear Gilbert:

Your two letters of the 10th reached me last night, and I am

disappointed at the thought that possibly I may not see you in Paris

after all. You see, I must sail on August 1st, because of Phil's mar-

riage in August, oo shall arrive in Paris on the 24th and have just a

week there. I have to see tho Doctor and have some business still to

attend to before sailing, and it looks as though it would not be possible

for me to get down to Dinard on the way to Cherbourg; and furthermore,

I hesitate to intrude upon Mr. Mellon at a time when he is so anxious,

as I know, to escape business talks.

If there is any chance at all of your being in Paris between

the 24th and the let of August, please let me know through Morgan t!.. Com-

pAny. The reason for my anxiety to have a chat, I am explaining oepa-

rately.

Hon. S. Parker Gilbert,

18, Rue de Tilsitt,

PARIS.

Very sincerely yours,
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loyal Hotel,
:3-vian -les -Dains, July 14, 1928.

PERSONAL

My dear Gilbert:

Your letter of July 10th was received yesterday after I had

practically concluded talks with Dr. Schacht in regard to general ques-

tions, which inevitably included reparations. lie has just left for

Zurich and Berlin and I have had some last words with him this morning.

Nothing that he said to me gave me the impression which you

have, as expressed in the second paragraph of your letter, that it might

be best to wait for some years to come in the hope that reconsideration

will be forced by transfer difficulties or a crisis. It just happened

that the subject came up naturally and inevitably in connection with our

monoy situation at home, and I pointed out to Schacht that it was impocei-

ble to forecast for what period of time domestic considerations would so

affect our policy as to make it difficult for Germany to borrow on reason-

able terms. I doscribe(: our situation, and ho agreed with me fully that

it had to be dealt with. He then, without suggestion from me, made almost

exactly the statement which you have made in your letter, that no general

cettlement of reparations would be possible without employment of German

credit, and that beyond everything German cro it should be maintained un-

impaired, which meant that a crisis would bo fatal to a general settlement.

Most of our discussion was given over to the credit position and

its influence upon their situation in Germany, but we did review a great

many of the difficulties which were inevitable in such a vast undertaking
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Hon. S. Parker Gilbert. 7/14/28.

as to define reparations and organise a plan for some sort of a general

oettlemant. I did not undertake any discussion of figures at all, nor

did he mention any figure. In fact, I deliberately avoided that, on the

ground that I knew toc little to have any opinion and that it would be

misleading to discuss figures at all. I shall not recount all of the

points raised in the discussion. You are familiar with them muds more

than I am, and he seems to feel that his exchanges of views with you are

very complete and have been since early in 1927.

At the conclusion of our talks, I told him that I felt competent

to advise him on only two points. One was that the development of ouch

a crisis as would result from inability to effect transfers, if it did

arise, would prove to be disastrous to everybody, but more disastrous to

Germany than to any other nation. He has some doubt as to whether a

crisis would result within Germany, but admits that it would gravely impair

German credit abroad. The other point wee in regard to a figure. He

said that you and he were very far apart. Ho thought the figures you had

in mind were impossibly high. I did not comment on that beyond saying

that if Germany cleared a settlement, which in my opinion would be the

only thing to con solidate German prosperity, it would be necessary to make

sacrifices to get it. If he earnestly believed that a crisis must be

avoided, then some sacrifices would have to be made, and rather than ap-

proaoh the subject in a bargaining mood, it would be wieer for him to be

very much more guided by your advice than ho vould be by the desire to

keep the figure down. There were obvious reasons in support of my view,
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Hon. S. Parker Gilbert. 7/14/28.

Pt

the principal one being that as matters now stood them was no one cap-

able of taking an effective initiative but you, and it would be most un-

fortunate if, at the very outset of any effort you undertook, it was found

that you and he were in complete disagreement and very far apart, and

besides that, I thought the creeitor nations generally were ,uch more apt

to be influenced by your judgment than they mould be by any opinion from

the debtor as to Germany's capacity. Of course, there is a lot of bar-

gaining to be done, and I understand all the difficulties, but I think so

far as the influence of Schacht goes, it will be greater if ho con first

get come sort of an agreement with you than it will be under any other cir-

cumstances that I can imagine.

Nov you realise that this conversation all preceded the receipt

of your letter, which gratified me immensely and enabled me to reinforce

what I had said more emphatically then I had at first been willing to do.

I find Sehaoht In a curious state of mind. He is very much dis-

turbed by the evidence, Alich he thinks is complete, of a change of atti-

tude on the part of ono of the principal creditor nations. He feels out

of touch and I think is hurt by the attitude recently displayed in that

quarter. I cannot possibly attempt to give you in a letter an accurate

picture of a state of mind. It would need a long talk. Nor in fact, in

that connection, can I give you anything like a guiding opinion as to the

situation at home except by discussing it fully.

must of course consider our domestic situation from the stand-

point of a bank of issue, and the facts, broadly stated, appear to be that
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our policy of the last four years, up to this January, has been effective

in accomplishing the purpose for which it was designed. It hap enabled

monetary reorganization to be completed in Europe, which otherwise would

have been impossible. It was undertaken with the well recognized hazard

that we were liable to encounter a big speculation and some expansion of

credit. Speculation has not occurred in commodities, but almost wholly

in stocks. In twelve =the the volume of bank credit increased five

billion dollars. Six months ago we faced the new year with practically

all the European nations in a strong position in monetary matters, reserves

restored, largo balances carried in ?dew York and London, and well able to

stand the strain of a change of policy in Now York. Our course was per-

fectly obvious. Tfe had to undertake it. The conditions permitted it,

and the poosibility of damage resulting abroad were at a minimum. In

view of this we have had the advances in our bank rates and we now have

a really tight money market, with the member banks borrowing over a billion

dollars from us and absolutely in our grip. How long this situation will

allowed to continue, 1 cannot now forecast. It will require much study

on the ground, and it depends somewhat upon the facts as to the credit po-

sition and somewhat upon an accurate appraisal of the psychology of the

country, and of course very largely upon developments in our industry and

trade. No one realizes more than I do that the continued maintenance of

very high rates in New York may ultimately present s real hazard to ICurope

and especially to the smooth operation of the Dawes Plan. It may indeed

provoke the very crisis which you seek to avoid, and which should be avoided

if it does not involve unreasonable sacrifices at home.
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My hope is that by Fall we can intervene in the money market

preliminary to rate reductions, but at this distance and with my lack

of knowledge of affairs at home, that ie merely a guess or a hope.

Those are simply the high spots and a text upon which one can

hang a long discussion, and it is this matter and the reparation matter

generally which led mo to feel the urge to have a talk with you. Please

arrange it if you can.

You will be seeing Mr. Mellon, and I wish you would give him

my warmest regards and o:-plain to him what my plans are.

Ae to health, when I came over here I had four distinct problems

to face. One was my lungs, and Dr. Riot has given me an excellent report

as to the conditions there. Another was the after-effects of the ahingles,

which left r. severe neuritic', but that 13 about cleared up. Tho third

was the terrible shock to my nervous system from the long and very painful

illness, and that is better but not right yet, because I am not sleeping

as well as I should, although much bettor than when I left home. The

fourth is the general disturbances to the alimentary tract gauped by

copious donee of morphine. That is not right yet, but I judge from what

the doctors tell me and from my on experience in the past that it in a

matter of months or a year before such a condition can be gotten completely

under control. It has been a discouraging experience and set me back a

lot.

I wish very much you would take time, if you can spare it, to

leave a letter for me at Morgan & Company in Paris, giving me some idea

of the possibilities of our having a little visit.
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Hon. S. Parker

Gilbert.
7/14,/28.

Tith every good wish and many thanks for your lettors,
bellow mo, as ever

Sincerely yours,

Hoar . S. Parkor Gilbert,
13, Rut, do Tilsitt,
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20 FIFTH AVENUE AM REGARDS.

GI LBERT
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116Card
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TO
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SHORE SHIP
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RADIO CORPORATION OFAMERICA
FORM NO. 112

RECEIVED AT 64 BROAD STREET, NEW YORK, AT
5
"CDRKA

PA- AAWCIEED TIN

CMRX CX 210 RADIO

SS LEVIATHAN \!JSN RCNY 16
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SEEING YOU TUESDAY

GILBERT

IllmaxDItav aVIR

"mi. 80

To secure prompt action on inquiries, this original RADIOGRAM should be presented at the
of the Radio Corporation. In telephone inquiries quote the number preceding the place of or
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THIRTY THREE LIBERTY STREET

NEW YORK

PERSOUL ArD CO:FID=TIAL
September 8, 1927.

My dear Governor:

I have now had the opportunity of reading the lonf; letter

that you wrote to Pierre Jay under date of July 21, 1927. I under-

stand that Jay has already acknowledged it, and I think it will not

be necessary, in view of our talks in New York, for me to attempt

anything like a full reply at this time. Besides, all of thee

problems of debts and reparations and of central baikir are so

interlocked and so full of complications that it is difficult to

get any properly balanced analysis withinthe limits of one letter.

There are, however, a few special considerations that I

should like to underline, and these may oe worth putting down on prpar:

First, a general word of cautionabout Schacht. I note

what you say in your letter about the atmosphere" in which we live

in Berlin, and the good attitude that Schacht showed during the

meetings in New York. I think that on the one hand you may be

over-emphasizing the effects of the Berlin atmosphere, and that on

the other you may not give sufficient weight to the fact that

Schacht is as changeable and moody as can be. He is one thing

today and another tomorrow, and it is ouite impossible to get a

reliable impression of him from a casual meeting once every year

or so. I say this without intending in my way to minimize his
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really great qualities. The fact remains that he is temperamental,

and even mercurial, and one needs to see him in action day after day

for months at a time in order to get a fair estimate of him. Be-

sides, you will recognize that when Schacht is in New York with you

and Norman and the rest he is on his very best behavior. He is

naturally anxious to make a good impression and he is also free of

all the local troubles and difficulties that might disturb his

equanimity. In Berlin, it is quite a different story. He moves

up and down in very short cycles, and frequently it is impossible

to keep up with him from one day to another. He has gone through

particularly

and for a rood part of the time I think he followed a perfectly in-

defensible central banking policy. This was certainly true in March,

April, and May, and at the very same time he was openly and actively

working for a breakdown of reparation transfers. He had a change

of heart in June and went to the United States in a better frame of

mind. His trip to America and his talks with you helped very much

to confirm his change of heart, and I think that ever since he has

been following a more far-sighted policy.

I can give you a sample of what I have in mind by enclos-

ing a copy of a confidential letter that I sent to Norman on May 29,

1927, on the general subject of heichsbank policy in relation to

reparation transfers. Norman's answer to this was a private and

confidential letter to Schacht, which none of us has ever seen and
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44
the contents of which I can only surmise. Schacht was so pleased with

this that he immediately announced to the General Council of the Reichs-

bank, with the foreign members present, that the Governor of the Bank

of England had written him a letter indorsing the Reichsbank's policy

at every point and approving its refusal to raise its discount rate.

The result of the Reichsbank's policy in the months of

March, April, and May was an increase of about 1 milliard of marks in

the Reichsbank's portfolio, and at the same time a loss of a full

milliard from the Reichsbank's holdings of foreign devisen. This

is precisely the reverse of the gold exchange standard, as I under-

stand it. In any event, I do not see how Schacht can defend his

actions during this period on any grounds of central banking policy.

If any further indictment of his policy were needed, it is easily

enough to be found in the fact that after refusing for many months

to raise his rate beyond 5 per cent, Schacht then found that the

situation had gotten so much out of his control that even a 6 per

cent rate was ineffective. A 6 per cent bank rate, if applied in

good season, would certainly have given Schacht all the control he

needed, but he had delayed so long that he was almost obliged to go

to 7 per cent at the end of June. He is still in such a position

that it may take a 7 per cent rate to give him any effective control,

and it is almost certain that he would have had to go to 7 per cent

before this if you had not reduced the New York rate a few weeks ago.

Second. I think it is impossible to put the budget problem

and the transfer problem into separate compartments. It is difficult,
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ip40 as always, to say which is cause and which is effect, but there is no

doubt that the two problems are closely interrelated, and that the very

great over-expansion of German Government spending is tending to restrict

the possibilities of transfer, by over-stimulating internal consumption

and encouraging increased imports of commodities for purposes of internal

consumption.

Third. I think there is much the same confusion between cause

and effect in the statements so often made about foreign loans. Germany

is not borrowing money abroad in order to pay reparations. Foreign

capital is coming to Germany because at' the great surplus of capital

seeking investment, chiefly from America; because, generally speaking,

investors have confidence in the capacity and industry of the German

people; and because American bankers and others can sell German bonds

and make good commissions by doing so. None of these things has much to

do with reparations, and personally I believe that Germany would be borrow-

ing more money from the rest of the world, including America, if there

were no reparations at all to be paid.

The advantages of foreign loans from the point of view of

transfer are also greatly exaggerated. It is true that the loans do

provide foreign exchange in the first instance, but the very existence

of these foreign balances sets up a great variety of counter- influences

which tend to exhaust the exchange End operate against reparation trans-

fers. For the most part, the proceeds of foreign loans to Germany go

to finance German imports. For the last six or eight months these
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have been running at very nearly 300 million dollars per month, which

is almost, if not exactly, as much as the monthly imports into the

United States of America. The tendency, in other words, is for the

foreign loans to set into motion within Germany forces which run en-

tirely counter to the forces that one would theoretically expect to

be set in motion by the internal process of collecting funds for

reparations purposes. These internal forces, if allowed to operate,

ought to be a powerful help for reparation transfers, but they tend

to be neutralized when Germany borrows abroad as recklessly as she

has been doing, for unproductive purposes. In addition, the foreign

loans involve an annual charge on the exchange for interest and amor-

tization, which in the long run may come into competition with repara-

tion transfers.

This letter is already longer than I had intended, but it

may be useful as giving you some of my general reactions. I have

set these down very fully and frankly, just as they came to mind,

and you will, I know, treat them as strictly confidential.

Faithfully yours,

Benjamin Strong, Esq.,
Governor, The Federal Reserve Bank of New York,

33 Liberty Street,
New York, N. Y.
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THE AGENT GENFliAL FOR REPARATION PAYMENTS.

BERLI/7, October 20, 1927.

MEMORANDUM FOP THE GERMAN GOVERNMENT.

I am presenting this memorandum f or the purpose of calling_ at-

tention to the dangers involved in the present economic situation, in

the hope that by doing so fully and frankly at this time I may render

some service to the German Government and to the German economy, as well

as to the international situation generally.

I approach the problem from the standpoint adopted by the Ex-

pertfil Plan, and reiterated in the conclusion to my last Report, "that

what is in the interest of the German economy is also in the interest

of the execution of the Plan."

In considering the interests of the German economy, I should

assume that the general aim of Germany, as of other modern industrial

states, would be the continuous development of industry and commerce,

both domestic and foreign, with a view to the gradual improvement of the

standard of living of her people. For this the most favorable con-

ditions internally would seem to be the constant cheapening of production,

accompanied by such increase of wages as cheapened production will per-

mit and as will neither increase prices nor the cost of living. Stable
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prices particularly favor stable trade. But the development of industry

and commerce also requires a steady supply of new capital, based on

savings at home or borrowings abroad; and under prevailing conditions

in Germany there is need not only for the creation of new capital, but

also for the rebuilding of the old liquid capital destroyed by the war and

lost by inflation. In Germany, therefore, there is a special need and

a special incentive f or saving, and f or careful spending as well. Under

these conditions, sound and well-ordered public finance, which underlies

the whole economic life, is of the utmost importance.

From the standpoint of the execution of the Expert!' Plan, I

accept at full value the often-repeated assurances of the German t*overn-

ment that its settled policy is to do everything within its power to

fulfil the obligations it has undertaken. The aim of the Plan was to

put the problem of reparation to the test of practical experience, under

a programme which, as the Experts said, "adjusts itself to realities."

It is fundamental to this conception that the German Government should

permit the Plan to have a fair tests and, while the test is in progress,

that the German Government itself should exercise prudence in the manage-

ment of its affairs.

Recent developments in public finance do not appear to be in the

interests either of German economic life or of the execution of the

Experts' Plan. The evidences, in fact, are accumulating on every side,

and more rapidly within recent months, that the German public authorities are

developing and executing constantly enlarging programmes of expenditure
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and of borrowing, with but little regard to the financial consequences of

their actions. The rising level of public expenditure is already giving

an artificial stimulus to economic life* and it threatens to undermine the

essential stability of the public finances. If present tendencies are

allowed to continue unchecked, the consequence is almost certain to be

serious economic reaction and depression, and a severe shock to German

credit, at home and abroad.

The remedies consist primarily in reversing the present tendencies

toward over-spending and over-borrowing, and applying instead a regime of

strict economy and of ordered public finance. These are remedies which

lie largely in the hands of the German Government, and, if they will act

promptly and effectively, the Reich and the other public authorities still

have it in their power to prevent a crisis. The economic situation, though

it is already showing signs of tension, does not seem as yet to have develop-

ed points of immediate danger. Moreover, some of the new expenditures that

threaten the most far-reaching consequences are still only in the stage of

discussion, and have not yet been authorized by law.

In presenting this memorandum, it is unnecessary to go much into

detail. Each of my public Reports as Agent General for Reparation Payments

has pointed to various sources of danger that seemed to me to have al).-

peared from time to time; and my last Report, dated June 10, 1927, warned

particularly at,ainst the tendencies of budgetary and credit policy. I

have also had numerous conversations on these subjects with the Minister of

Finance, the President of the Reichsbank, and, less frequently* with the
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Chancellor of the Reich. In the following pages, I shall endeavour

to bring matters up-to-date, with a review of recent events in public

finance and credit policy, and to indicate the relation of these events

to the economic situation in Germany, as well as to the execution of the

Experts' Plan.

I. The Financial Policy of the Reich.

In my Report of June 10, 1927, I made the following general observe,-

tions on the German budget:

"The point that stands out most clearly in the
budgets of the Reich is the constantly mounting level
of expenditure. The problem of checking the rising
tide of Government expenditures has, in fact, become
acute, and it requires the closest attention, not
merely from the standpoint of the Experts' Plan but
in the interests of the German economy as a whole.
At the some time, it is clear that the essential stabil..
ity of the Gorman budget remains unimpaired, and that
the problems presented by the budget should yield
readily enough to a steady application of sound principles
of budget-making."

The upward tendency of the expenditures and commitments of the

Reich clearly appears from the following summary of recent events.

On December 17, 1926, the Reichstag voted a supplementary budget

for the financial year 1926-27. This added about 1,000 million reichs.-

marks to the expenditures originally authorized for that year, bringing

them up to a total of 9,534 millions.

On January 5, 1927, the draft budget for 1927-28 was submitted to

the Reichstag, carrying estimated expenditures of about 8,525 million

reichsmarks.
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On February 16, 1927, the Finance Minister made his budget

speech in the Reichstag, outlining the financial position of the Govern-

ment. With regard to budget policy, the Minister said:

"We must arrange to get along with what we have
oven if we have to postpone and reduce expenditures
for things which are desirable and useful ***** Our
burdens are so great that we must take advantage of
every opportunity to save *xxxx Our tasks during the

next few years will be very difficult and bitter***
Years of restriction and struggle are facing us."

With regard to administrative reforms he said:

"A definitive financial settlement (between the
Reich and the States and communes) pre-supposes not
only a rationalized State administrative system, but
also a private economic system which is not shaken by
crises."

With regard to reparation payments, ho referred first to the agreement

made last year for the settlement of the supplementary budget contributions,

and then said:

"I look into the future with grave anxiety. Under
the Dawes agreement our payments out of the budget and
for the service of Railway bonds and for the service of
Industrial Debentures will increase next year a further
432 million marks, and in 1929 and onwards by a still
further 290 million marks. At the present moment, in
spite of the best will, I see no possibility of provid-
ing these sums, to which there will be added, beginning
in 1929, supplemental payments on the basis of the
index of prosperity "XXX Germany will continue to do every.-
thing in her power in order loyally to fulfil the oblige,-
tions she has assumed, but to this end she must be fur-
nished with the necessary pre-requisites ***** For us the
pre-requisite for the execution of the Dawes agreement
is the strengthening of our economic life."

In the same speech, the Minister went on to propose that during

the financial year 1927-28 further expenditures should be incurred by rais-

ing official salaries "to the extent of what is financially possible;" and

he referred also to the importance of indemnifying those who had lost their
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private property abroad in the war.

Following the Finance Minister's budget speech, the tendency

of the Government's policy seems to have been in the direction of increal.:-

ed expenditure and enlarged commitments.

In spite of the necessity for economy urged by the Minister,

the authorizations of expenditures carried in the 1927-28 budget were in-

creased by 600 million reichsmarks before its final enactment on April 14,

1927. The only important reduction was one of about 45 millions in the

appropriation for canal and other new constructions. Taking the so- called

ordinary and extraordinary budgets together, the total expenditures au-

thorized amounted to 9,130 million reichsmarks, as compared with estimated

expenditures of 8,543 millions in 1926-27 and actual expenditures of

7,444 millions in 1925-26, - an increase of nearly 1,700 million reichsmarks

in the two years. Of this increase, about 540 million reichsmarks were

for reparation payments under the Experts' Plan, with 67 millions additional

as a reserve fund for the controlled revenues. Both the 1926 -27 and

1927-28 budgets showed an excess of current expenditures over current re-

venues, amounting to over 850 million reichsmarks in each year. To cover the

1927-28 deficit, the budget authorized loans of 466 millions and appropriat-

ed 390 millions from surplus and reserve funds. It also left undisturbed

outstanding authorizations to borrow to the amount of 571 million reichs-

marks, to cover outstanding extraordinary expenditures for 1926-27.

In the midst of the budget discussions, on March 14, 1927, the

Finance Minister of the Reich appeared before the Taxation Committee of the

-eichstag to urge the passage of a draft law postponing for a further two
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years the definitive settlement of the financial relat ions between the

Reich and the States and communes, an d providing in the meant ime for

increased guaranties by the Re ich to the States arid communes. On March

17, 1927, I addressed a letter to the Finance Min ister of the Re ich,

po int ing out a number of considerations suggested by the Government 's

proposals and emphasizing the ir importance in connect ion with the fulfil-

ment of the international obligations of Germany under the Experts' Plan,

not merely as regards the immediate present but more especially as regards

the future. On April 9, 1927, the law was passed, subst ant lolly in

accordance with the Finance Minister's recommendations, with results for
the public finances that I have already summarized in my Report o f June

10, 1927. The Government of the Re ich in the meant ime had made another

important concession to the States and communes, by agreeing to assume, as

from April 1, 1927, practically the entire responsibility for advancing,

when necessary, the supplementary fun ds required for purposes of unemploy-

ment relief beyond those furnished by employers and employees, though up

to that time the States and communes had been obliged to furnish five-

ninths o f these supplements.

The present financial settlement between the Re ich an d the States

and communes cannot be cons idered a provident arrangement for the Re ich ;

an d it is open, as po int e d out in my last Re port, t o fundament al ob j e c-tions

of principle. These criticisms are fully confirmed by recent events. The

States and communes are now drawing larger payments from the Reich than

ever be fore, and will get the principal benefits from any in creased revenues

that the Re ich may collect from the in come, corporation and turnover taxes

in excess of the amount require d to fulfil the guaranty already given. At
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the same time, the responsibility for taxation and public expenditure

seems to become more and more confused. Notwithstanding their increased

transfers from the Reich, the States and communes are pressing new demands

for still larger payments to meet their constantly increasing expenditures,

and the Reich itself has added to the confusion by bringing forward new

proposals for expenditure which still further burden the budgets of the

States and communes.

After the adoption of the 1927-28 budget, the question of in-

creasing the salaries of officials became active, and when the Reichstag

adjourned in July it was understood that increases of about 10 per cent

were under consideration. But, on September 11, 1927, be fore a meet ing

of Government officials at Magdeburg, the Minister of Finance announced

that he had suggested and the Cabinet had approved "a considerable in-

crease in the rate at first contemplated." The rates of increase, he said,

would vary from 18 to 25 per cent, and the total cost to the Reich would be

325 millions annually. of which 155 millions would be for salaries and 170

millions for pensions and similar allowances. It is generally assumed

that the States and communes, the Postal Service and the Railway will all

make much the same increases. The total cost is variously estimated at

from 1, 200 to 1, 500 million re ichsma.rks annually. To provide for the

additional expenses which the action of the Re ich throws upon them, the

States are already insisting that increased transfers of revenue from the

Reich will be necessary. As for the Reich itself, it appears from the

discussion before the Reichsrat on October 13, 1927, that in the opinion of

the Finance Ministry the Reich will be able to meet the costs of the salary

increases in its own services during the corning year only if its hopes for

an increase in tax receipts are realized.
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The salary proposals of the Government are noteworthy, not merely

because of the large expense which they entail, but even more because

they have been made on the most sweeping basis, and in the way most likely

to bring serious consequences for the general economy of the country.

They are apparently intended to apply quite as much to pensioners and re-

tired officials as to officials on the active list, while even for the

active officials they appear to contemplate a general increase in salaries,

without any effective attempt at administrative reform.

It is not for me to express an opinion on the merits of the

salary proposals, but it would seem as if the German Government could have

served its own interests better by using such substantial increases as an

instrument for securing the reform in administration of which so many an-

nouncements have been made in the past two or three years. It may not even

now be too late to make the salary increases serve this purpose. But as

matters stand at present, they seen likely to hinder rather than to help

the cause of administrative reform, and to saddle new and lasting burdens

on the already heavily-burdened budgets of the Reich and the other public

authorities.

In addition to these general increases in pensions and in the

salaries of officials, the Government of the Reich is advancing two other

measures which seem likely to involve large new expenditures, one, the

proposal to compensate German nationals for loss or damage to private

property during the war, and the other, a general school law for the Reich.

Neither of these measures has as yet been enacted into law. The first of

them, the draft law for indemnifying German nationals for property lost

abroad, apparently contemplates expenditures of about 1,000 million
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reichsmarks; but the draft law has not yet been presented to the Reichstag

and it is not clear what means of financing are to be adopted or how far

the budget is to be burdened with the proposed payments. In this connection,

I have already suggested in my letter of August 29, 1927, to the Finance

Linister of the Reich, some of the considerations that would be raised

from the standpoint of the Experts' Plan by an external offering of prefer-

ence shares of the German Railway Company; the same considerations,of

course, would apply a fortiori to any external loan of the Reich that might

be proposed for this purpose.

As for the new school law, no information is available regarding

the probable costs, and apparently little consideration has been given as

yet to its financial consequences. But it is noteworthy that serious mis-

givings are being expressed in many quarters in Germany as to the cost of

the new law, and that the States and communes have already given warnings

that they will not be able to meet the added expense from their own re-

sources and will want more money for the purpose from the Reich, On

October 14, 1927, the Reichsrat rejected the draft law for a variety of

reasons, after first approving an amendment that would require the Reich to

bear all the cost. Since then, the Government has submitted the draft law

to the Reichstag, in its original form, with a statement from the Linister

of the Interior to the effect that it is immaterial whether the Reich or

the States have to bear the cost, because in any event the burden will fall

on the German economy. The Government appears to have refrained, however,

from making any estimate of the cost of the new law, on the ground that

this cannot be done until its provisions are finally determined and the

distribution of the cost becomes somewhat clearer.

111111111111
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I do not mention this series of new expenditures and commitments

for the purpose of passing judgment on any of them individually. That,

indeed, does not fall within the functions of the Agent General for

Reparation Payments. The German Government, under the terms of the

Plan, is left free to prepare and administer its own budget, and it acts

throughout on its own responsibility. This very freedom, however,

implies a corresponding responsibility for the natural and probable con-

sequences of its own actions. These, it seems to me, can be summarized

briefly, as follows:

1. The Reich, by failing to exercise proper

restraint in its expenditures, is endangering the stabil-

ity of its budget, the establishment and maintenance of

which was the cornerstone of the Experts' Plan for the

reconstruction of Germany. The situation at the moment

is somewhat relieved by increasing revenues and declining

unemployment. But any reaction in business would be likely

to reduce the revenues of the Reich and increase its liabili-

ties for unemployment relief. In these circumstances, and

with increasing reparation payments to face, this does not

seem to be the time to burden the budget with new permanent

expenditures.

2. With its own expenditures constantly rising, the

Reich naturally finds it difficult to induce the States and

communes to bring their budgets into proper order, particular-

ly at a time when the measures which the Reich itself
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has initiated may add very greatly to their expen-

ditures and throw many of their budgets still further

out of balance. The States are already demanding

the reopening of the financial settlement for the pur-

pose of securing still larger transfers of revenue

from the Reich. And the expected reduction of State

and communal real estate taxes which it was announced

in April would be one of the conditions of the financial

settlement, now appears more and more unlikely of realiza-

tion, while in some cases, at least, increased local taxa-

tion may be necessary.

3. The result is a general lack of effective con-

trol over public spending and public borrowing. In con-

sequence, unsound public finance is increasingly prevalent

in Germany; and the money which is so badly needed for

the development of German agriculture and indtstry is be-

ing absorbed, through taxes and public loans, in a scale

of public expenditure which seems to be incurred without

regard for the loss of liquid capital which Germany has

suffered and the urgent need of recreating this capital

through economy and careful spending.

4. Still more broadly, in their effects on economic

life, the measures taken by the Reich and other public au

thorities are tending strongly toward increased costs of

production, increased prices and increased cost of living.

The result is to negative, in large measure, the
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benefits that might be expected to accrue from the

process of rationalization which German business and

industry have succeeded in carrying out since the

stabilization of the currency. The tendency toward

higher prices already exists, partly as a result of the

high customs duties on imports of many staple products;

and it would be greatly stimulated if, as non seems prob-

able, the Government's salary proposals should lead, on

the one hand, to demands for similar increases in general

business and industry, and, on the other, to increased

railroad tariffs, and the like. 1.1anifestly, all these

developments tend to raise the costs of production and

thus to diminish the capacity of the German economy to

compete for export. As the experience of recent months

has abundantly shown, they operate also on the other

side of the German balance of payments, by greatly stimu-

lating German imports from other countries. Rising in-

ternal prices almost always have this effect, and under

present conditions the tendency is enhanced by the ad-

ditional purchasing power which is being placed in the

hands of the public by the increasing expenditures of the

Reich and the States and communes.

The consequences of Reich financial policy, which have been summarized above,

must be considered also in connection with the financial policies of the

States and communes, and with the currency and credit policy of the heichs-

bank. There is naturally a close relationship between them, and an intimate

connection between the results attributable to them.
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II. Finances of the States and Communes.

There is little or no current information as to the financial

condition of the States and communes, but their demands for additional

grants from the Reich and their frequent borrowings at home and abroad

indicate that as a whole they are living beyond their means.

The domestic long-term loans of the States, provinces and com-

munes, and of the various public undertakings in which they are interest-

ed, have amounted to about 1,000 million reichsmarks since the beginning

of 1926, when the domestic market first became available for long-term

borrowing. This sum is more than twice the amount of long-term domestic

loans placed in the same period by German industry and trade. These

various public loans, taken together with the Reich internal loan of 1927,

were mainly responsible for overloading the domestic market and bringing

about the state of exhaustion which still obtains.

Foreign issues of the States and communes, and their associated

public undertakings, have amounted since the beginning of 1925 to the equi«

valent of about 1,600 million reichsmarks, approxinately the same as the

foreign loans of German business and industry. Until recently, at least,

additional loans appear to have been under negotiation between the States

and communes and foreign bankers, up to a total of perhaps a further 1,000

millions. These foreign borrowings have made heavy drafts on the foreign

credit of Germany, and those of the States particularly have tended to raise

difficult questions under the Treaty of Versailles and the related provi-

sions of the Experts' Plan, as I have already pointed out in my letter of
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Olt September 20, 1926, to the Finance Minister of the Reich, with respect to

the Prussian external loan of 1926, and my further letter of November 12,

1926, as Chairman of the Trustees of the German External Loan, with

respect to both the Prussian and the Hamburg loans.

The foregoing figures for the domestic and fore ign loans of the

States and communes, amounting altogether to about 2,600 millions, leave

out of account entirely their short-term or floating debt. It is impos-

sible from the available figures to make a close estimate of the volume

of this debt, but from such casual evidence as has developed it seems al-

ready to be very large. In part it represents loans directly obtained from

foreign bankers, in part loans obtained from German bankers but from

fore ign funds borrowed by them: an d in part ordinary domestic banking

transact ions.

The question underlying State and communal borrowing is not whether

individual loans should be placed in the domestic market or in the foreign

market, or at short or long term, but whether they should be placed at all.

To divert the borrowing of the States and communes from one market to the

other, or to refuse it in one form and permit it in another, does not go to
the root of the difficulty. Over-borrowing at home or abroad proceeds from

the same source, namely rising public expenditures, and it is by reducing

expenditures to the minimum that relief is to be found. On the other hand,

balanced budgets and economical administration will give the best assurance

that when credit is needed for essential public purposes it will be forth-
coming.

It is recognized, of course, that the Reich does not control the

States and communes in these matters. But, when the States and communes
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go into foreign markets to finance their budgetary expenditures

and internal improvements, they raise fundamental questions of foreign

policy which have the most direct interest f or the Reich. And under

the Constitution itself the Reich has a unique opportunity and even

responsibility f or leadership, not merely because of its large transfers

of rfvenue to the States and communes but also because of its powereto

prescribe the fundamental principles and main outlines of their laws in

many matters of taxation and public finance. The force of these consider-

ations has been recognized to some extent in the efforts that have been

made f or the past two years and more to supervise the foreign borrowings

of the States and communes through an advisory organization established

f or this special purpose. These efforts, f or whatever reason, have not

been successful, and the results appear in the swollen figures for State

and communal borrowings that have already been given. A new and truly

effective supervision, based primarily on the principle of controlling

public expenditures, is urgently needed at this time, both in the interesto

of German credit and to safeguard Germany's economic recovery against the

dangers of over-stimulation and subsequent reaction as a result of over-

spending and over-borrowing by the public authorities.

The German Ceovernment's announcement of 0 ctober 7, 1927, is

greatly to be welcomed, not only because it indicates that a revised pro-

cedure f or supervising the foreign borrowings of the States and communes

is under consideration, but also because it points out the sound basis for

financial reform by stating that "in view of the entire present situation

in Germany any expenditure that is not urgent or economic, whether made
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out of foreign loans or from other sources, must be avoided." It

is still not clear what practical measures will be taken to apply this

fundamental test to the spending policies of the public authorities, but

it is of the utmost importance that the Reich should exert a firm leaden-

ship in this direction and that its leadership should have the sincere

and comprehending support of the States.

III. Credit and Currency Policy.

The present calendar year has also been one of expansion in the

circulation of the currency and in the use of short-term credit, particu-

larly that of the Reichbank. Any discussion of credit and currency must

necessarily center upon the policy of the Reichsbank, which is charged un-

der the i3ank Law with the duty of regulating the circulation of money and

with providing for the utilization of available capital. 3ut however ex-

plicit the law may be, the financial operations of the Reich, the States

and the communes have themselves assumed the proportions of a separate

credit policy, frequently exercised in opposition to the credit policy of

the Reichsbank. In effect, there have been two credit policies, both

operating at the same time and one often neutralizing the other. The net

result of these different policies, though opposed to each other in origin

and purpose, has been in the direction of expansion, as is likely to be the

case when the public authorities are on the side of expansion and spending.

The Reichsbank, for its part, reduced its discount rate on January

11, 1927, from 6 to 5 per cent, shortly before the offering of the 5 per

cent internal loan of the Reich. The purpose, it was stated at the time,
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was to recognize the easier money conditions then prevailing in the

German market, and at the same time to diminish the inflow of foreign

funds. The results of this policy were discussed at length in my Report

of June 10,.1927. For a short period, it will be recalled, the policy

achieved its purpose. But by the middle of 1.1arch foreign funds began

again to flow into Germany in large volume, not as long-term loans

but in the form of short-term credits, frequently for purely speculative

purposes and liable to be withdrawn on short notice. These funds, in

turn, provided an additional basis for expansion, and a source of danger

for the futuro. At the same time, the Reichsbank's discount rate became

the lowest representative money rate in Germany, and in the first five

months of the year, that is to say, up to May 31, 1927, its gold and

devisen declined by about 1,000 million reichsmarks, and its holdings of

domestic bills rose by about the same amount. In their broader consequences,

the forces of expansion thus released gave a further impetus to an already

highly speculative stock market, and a further stimulation to an already

rising activity of business and a rapidly expanding volume of imports.

Duri/v7 this period, certain measures were attempted, notably in

the direction of reducing the volume of stock market credit, but the iieichs-

bank left its discount rate at 5 per cent until June 10, 1927. It then

raised its rate to 6 per cent, but by this time it had lost control of the

market and the increase soon proved to be insufficient. The new rate

brought no reduction in the volume of Reichsbank credit, and succeeded

only during a short period at mid-summer in retarding, its month -to. month

increase. The expansion which reasserted itself in September brcu--ht the
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volume of Reichsbank credit and the total German circulation to the highest

points since stabilization. The 7 per cent rate fixed on October 4, 1927,

recognized this situation and was itself the consequence of events which

dated back to the spring.

The financial authorities of the Reich, the States and the comp-

munes, by working at cross purposes with the Reichsbank, have made the whole

situation more difficult to manage and have contributed to the expansion.

The part played by rising budgetary expenditures and borrowings by public

authorities, involving heavy drafts on credit both foreign and domestic, has

already been discussed. The Reich internal loan of last February, further.-

more, was of peculiar importance, not only because it put an end for the

time being to the domestic Earket for new issLes, but also because its

terms and market price furnished an additional obstacle to a timely revi-

sion of the Reichsbank's discount rate. The various steps which have been

taken to manage the loan in the market since its issue have been expensive

and on the whole ineffective. Another disturbing influence which must be

mentioned is the management of the public funds and the public banks, which

has been discussed at length in each one of my published Reports. It is

unnecessary now to go into detail, but it is clear enough on the facts that

the administration of the public funds and the public banks has tended very

strongly to diminish the authority of the Reichsbank, and to deprive it of

resources which it needed in the general interest of the stability of the

German currency and exchange. It has tended, no less directly, to deprive

the regular German banking system of its normal resources and to divert

,treat quantities of liquid funds into channels which ran counter to sound

credit policy.
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The credit policy of the bank of issue and the public finances

cannot for long be operated successfully on divergent lines; and there

would seem to be every reason, in the general interest, for formulating

and putting into effect a definite and comprehensive plan that will as-

sure a properly coordinated policy. The need for the adoption of such

a policy, based upon principles of ordered economic growth, and avoiding

undue use of credit, is particularly clear under present conditions, in

order that the prevailing expansion may not be carried to the point of

danger.

IV. Conclusion.

I have attempted to bring toge6hee in the foregoing pages the

accumulating evidences of over-spending and over-borrowing on the part of

the German public authorities, and some of the indications of artificial

stimulation and over-expansion that are already manifesting themselves.

These tendencies, if allowed to continue unchecked, are almost certain, on

the one hand, to lead to severe economic reaction and depression, and are

likely, on the other, to encourage the impression that Germany is not

acting with due regard to her reparation obligations.

Internally, it is evident that an economic crisis would have the

most discouraging consequences for the German people, and that it would mean

a serious set-back to the reconstruction of German economic life. It is

now nearly four years since the first stabilization of the currency, and

over three years since the adoption of the Experts' Plan. During this

period Germany has made remarkable progress. She has re-established her
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41. credit at home and abroad, her industries have been reorganized and her

productive capacity largely restored, her supplies of raw materials and to

some extent her working capital have been replenished, and the general

standard of living has greatly improved. This has been achieved primarily

through the industry and energy of the German people, but the people of

other countries have also co-operated by making their savings available in

liberal measure for the rebuilding of the German economy. It would be

deplorable if what has been accomplished should now be imperilled by short-

sighted and unsound internal policies.

From the standpoint of the Experts' Plan, it is only natural as

I have said, for the creditors of Germany to feel that reasonable prudence

in the management of the public finances is a necessary element of goodwill;

and it would not be surprising if outside observers should draw the conclu-

sion that the financial policies followed in the past year have not been in

the interest of Germany's reparation obligations under the Plan. The payment

of the stipulated annuities to the Agent General for Raparation Payments at

the Reichsbank constitutes, it is true, "the definitive act of the Getman

Government in meeting its financial obligations under the Plan;" and the

payment of these sums is amply secured by the assigned revenues and other

specific securities. But the responsibilities of the German Government do

not end with the internal payments. The Experts' Plan, though it put the

transfer of reparation payments in the hands of the Transfer Committee,

recognized clearly that the problem of transfer would depend in large

measure upon conditions outside the control of the Committee. It placed a

very definite responsibility upon the German Government by providing that

"The German Government and the Bank shall undertake to facilitate in every
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reasonable way within their power the work of the Committee in making

transfers of funds including such steps as will aid in the control of

foreign exchange." The Experts also emphasized in the strongest possible

language the dependence of the stability of the German;-exchange upon

Germany's balance of payments, and, in the long run, upon the course of

German imports and exports. To the extent that German exports are

hindered by obstacles interposed from without, other countries must bear

the responsibility; but upon the German Government itself must rest the

responsibility for actions of its own which tend artifically, by over-

stimulating imports and hindering exports, to restrict the possibilities

of transfer.

All these considerations I am endeavoring to point out in good

season, in the hope that their importance will commend them to the attention

of the German Government, and that in the interest of the German economy

itself, as well as of the discharge of Germany's international obligations,

the German Government will take prompt and effective measures to meet the

situation. Fortunately, as stated at the outset, the situation has not

yet become critical, and the German Government still has it within its

power, if it will act in time, to check the dangers which now threaten,

and to bring the German economy back again to a sound conditions

(signed) S. PARKER GILBERT

Agent General for Reparation Payments
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4 THE AGENT GENERAL
FOR REPARATION PAYMENTS

BERLIN
33 LUIS ENSTRASSE

TELEPHONE NORDEN 11000-11910
TELEGRAMS: AGENTREP. BERLIN

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL.

AGENT GENERAL
DES PAYMENTS DE REPARATIONS

PARIS
18 RUE DR TILSITT

TaLHPHONE: WAOHAM 21.22-21.23
TELHOIRANIMES : REPAO E NT. PARIS

BERLIN, November 14, 1927.

May dear Governor:

I should appreciate it very much if you could send me a

wire as soon as you decide definitely about your proposed trip to

Algeciras. I am still undecided about my own Christmas plans, and

under present conditions I am rather doubtful as to whether it will

be possible for me to leave Berlin for a long enough time to make

the trip to America. The question whether you are going to be in

Europe or America will be an important factor in the final decision,

and I should be much more likely to make a short trip home if I

found that you were going to be there.

I should plan to sail, if at all, on the Leviathan on the

15th of December, and to return to Europe by the Aquitania sailing

on the 6th of January.

With best regards, I am,

Benjamin Strong, Esq.,
Governor, The Federal Reserve Bank,

33 Liberty Street,
New York, N. Y.

Faithfully yours,
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THE AGENT GENERAL FOR REPARATION PAYMENTS

BERLIN, July 10, 1928.

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL.

My dear Governor:

I received your letter of July 4, 1928, and thank you

for sending me the enclosed schedule of your probable engagements at

Evian.

I have been uncertain about my own plans until I heard

from Mr. Mellon, but I can now tell pretty definitely about the pros-

pects for the next three or four weeks. I do not see any chance of

coming to Evian, and I am afraid that we will have to count on meeting

somewhere else, perhaps in Paris.

I am leaving Berlin on the 15th of July for Paris, and I

have three meetings there on the 17th, 16th and 19th,successively.

The meeting on the 18th is a meeting of the Reparation Commission, and

it will involve, among other things, a long discussion on the finances of

the German Railway Company. While in Paris I hope to have the oppor-

tunity for good talks at the Bank of France and also at the Finance

Ministry and the Foreign Office, and I shall probably remain until the

end of the week for that purpose. After that, I shall probably join

Mr. Mellon for a week or two on the seashore. He sails, as you probably

know, on the 11th of July, and he is planning to stay only a relatively

short time on this side. I hope, therefore, to join him at the end of

next week, though it is just possible that I may have to come back to
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Berlin for a week or so in order to deal further with the Rail-

way situation.

I notice from your letter that your calendar at Evian

does not go beyond Monday, the 23rd of July, though I had thought

that you were planning to stay fairly quietly there until around the

first of August. I have forgotten the exact date of your return

sailing, but I suppose that you will almost certainly pass through

Paris on the way to the boat and that this may bring you to Paris

some time between the 1st and the 15th of August. Perhaps this would

give us the best chance of a good talk together before you sail. I

cannot tell at the moment the exact dates when I might be passing through

Paris before or after seeing Mellon but I shall almost certainly be

there sometime between the 1st and the 15th and we can compare notes in

the meantime with a view to settling on a definite date.

I hope that you are getting a good rest. This, after all, 1:

the most important thing, and from this standpoint I think it may be

better in the long run that you should not have to add me to your long

list of prospective visitors. Incidentally, I have seen two of your

list today, and both of them seem to be definitely bound for Evian.

Dewey has been spending a couple of days with us and leaves tonight for

London and then Evian. Schacht, I understand, is leaving by air tomorrow

morning and will be with you the first thing Thursday morning.

Grandma joins me in best regards as always, and we shall both

be looking forward to seeing you before long in Paris.

Benjamin Strong, Esq.,
c/o Hotel Royal,

Sincerely yours,

V/ti
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THE AGENT GENERAL FOR REPARATION PAYMENTS

BERLIN, July 10, 1928.

PERSONAL AYD CONFIDENTIAL.

lily dear Governors

I do not know whether Schacht is likely to talk to you

about reparations, but I think the problem is very much on his mind

these days and it is almost certain to come up in the course of your

conversations.

Schacht is inclined very much to oscillate from one side

to the other on the question of the reparation settlement, and just now

I think he is going through a period of feeling that the best policy

for Germany will be to wait for some years to come, in the hope that re-

consideration will be forced by transfer difficulties or even by a

crisis in reparation transfers or otherwise. He might perhaps admit

one qualification on this general view, and favour an early settlement

f,..tiolsein ?Liao

by mutual agreement if it could be made on terms that he would regard as

sufficiently favourable to Germany. His ideas on this point, however,

seem to me pretty far removed from realities, for he is apparently think-

ing in terms of something between 10 and 20 milliards, capital value.

I do not need, after our conversations in Paris, to give you

any long exposition of my Own views, but in general I feel very strongly

that the fundamental thing from every standpoint is that there should be

a final settlement of the reparation problem. This is the main issue,

and by comparison with it all the other questions. including that of amount,

are relatively unimportant. In the nature of things, the question of

final settlement has the most importance for Germany, and I think that
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Germany must be prepared to pay, and to pay high,for the sake of getting a

settlement. I think it is clear also that in order to get a settlement

Germany must depend largely on the use of her credit. It is vitally im-

portant, therefore, to keep Germany's credit at the highest possible level

and to deal with the whole situation while her credit is unimpaired. This,

to my mind, shows the great dangers involved in the policy of waiting for

transfer difficulties or a transfer breakdown, since then Germany's credit

would tend to disappear and the essential material for a settlement would

be lacking. In such circumstances, moreover, there would be the gravest

danger of a new reparation deadlock, since the people on the Allied side

who could not refuse, and might even welcome, a constructive settlement in

the present atmosphere, would probably ask for a further period of trial, or

perhaps begin speaking in terms of German bad faith, in case there should be

a threatened breakdown or any real crisis. Germany, moreover, would suffer

most from any new deadlock, and her credit would be terribly difficult to re-

store again after having already been twice destroyed during the past fifteen

years, first by the war, and then by the inflation.

I think that Schacht is likely to be less farsighted in these

matters than one might suppose and that he might even do great harm by ranging

himself on the side of those who prefer to follow a passive policy of waiting

until something happens to force a change. He is in some danger, moreover,

Of being led astray by his personal feelings, partly by his jealousy of some

of the political leaders and also by his general lack of sympathy with the

Socialists. In this connection, I enclose herewith an English translation

of the Government declaration that was read to the Reichstag last week by
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the new Chancellor. On pages 4 and 5 you will find some general remarks

which put the new Government on record as favouring a definitive solution

of the reparation problem as soon as possible. The Government's statement

on this subject impresses me as both dignified and reasonable, and I think

it is really important for the future. I am not sure what Schacht would

say about it, but I think he will be tempted by his own feelings to under-

rate its significance.

I mention all these things to you moat confidentially in the

thought that they may give you some helpful background for the purposes of

your talks with Schacht. I do not believe you need to raise the question

with him, but you can do a great deal to keep him on the reservation in case

it comes up for discussion.

Benjamin Strong, Esq.,
c/o Hotel Royal,
Evian,aes-Bains, France.

1 enc.

Faithfully yours,
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TEANSFER

ECONOMIC SERVICE

44 440A64.4A- 7.;414;

DCC. 296

BERL.B, July 7, 1(-2R.

PROGRAMME OF NEW GERMAN GOVERNMENT

itDDRESS OF CHANCE14JOR BEFORE REICHSTAG. JULY 3, 1,P28.

(Translation from oCficiel report of l'eichstag
proceedings, July 7, l528.pp. 3$71-46)Ladies and Gentlemen' I have the honour to present to this House

the new Reich Cabinet which has emerged from the Reichstag elected on

May 20th. (Disturbance and cries among the Communists.) The election

campaign has proven to the world that following the hard post-war years

the German people has entered into a period of calm and steady development.

The foundationsof the new State of the German republic stand secure and

unshakeable. (Renewed cries from the Communists.) It is the task of the

Reich Government to build further on the basis which has now been consolidated

and to work unceasingly to the end that the wounds of the war and the post-

war period may heal more and more and that the work of resolute reform may

be carried out in all fields; for only further energetic work along the

line of social and political progress corresponds to the will which the

German people expressed in the Reichstag elections. (Cries from the

Communists.) The composition of the Reich Government serves such an aim.

(Laughter among the Communists.) Even though it is not built on a coalition-

like basis, its composition has nevertheless found the approval of the

parties concerned. On this basis the new Reich Cabinet has taken up its

activities. (Renewed cries from the Communists.) It will shape coming

political tasks according to the following programme which I have the honour

to outline to you.

As regards foreign policy the course which the Reich Government will

follow is clearly prescribed. The foreign policy of Germany is pursuing
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its aims in a spirit of peaceable understanding and renounces the idea of

revenge. We shall adhere to this basis. On it, we shall continue to pursue

the object of securing for Germany a position of equality among the nations

and of bringing about, in frank collaboration with the other Governments,

the political and economic consolidation of Europe. (Bravo! from the

Socialists and in the middle.) Serious and important questions are awaiting

solution and make it our duty to exert all our efforts to achieve their

satisfactory settlement. I may mention firstly the question of the liberation

of the territories on the Rhine and the Saar which are still occupied. In

agreement with the whole German nation, the Reich Government is convinced

of our well-grounded claim to an immediate liberation of these areas. (Warm

applause.) We must state, however, that the occupying Powers have even now

not drawn the given conclusions from the political development of the past

few years and that it has for this reason been impossible up to now to arrive

at a practical result in the varied discussions on the evacuation question.

Only one and one-half years still separate us from the final Treaty date upon

which the evacuation of the second zone is contemplated. (Cry from the

National Socialists: Contemplated!) We all know that there would need to

be no appeal to the loyalty and patience of the population of the occupied

areas even if it should be necessary to hold out until the last Treaty dates.

(Very true! among the Socialists and in the middle.) But if the evacuation

should really be simply left to the expiration of the Treaty period, an

important opportunity would thus be neglected of converting the policy of

understanding into a reality even though all pre-requisites to this end

existed. (Very true!) In this question the decisive factor for us, aside

from the natural wish freely to exercise German sovereignty in the Rhineland

and to liberate the population from the burdens of the occupation, is

primarily the standpoint that the important thing is at last to throw down
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this barrier which still exists from the period of the war and which stands

in the way of establishing relations of real confidence among the nations.

(Very true!) We most certainly expect that this standpoint will now be

appreciated in the same measure also by the foreign Governments participating

in the occupation. We further expect that, as regards them, every attempt

made by another party to confuse the real issue by unjustly bringing in other

problems will be in vain. (Very good!) The evacuation problem is simple

and clear. Good-will alone is necessary to solve it.(Warm approval.)

We send our hearty greetings to the loyal population on the Rhine and

Saar. (Applause.) The Reich Government is conscious of the great economic

distress which has reached a high degree there owing to the occupation and

which is intensified by the border conditions. We shall devote our particular

attention to this economic distress.

Our activities in the League of Nations are most closely connected with

the basic line of our foreign policy. We see in the League of Nations one of

the most important factors of international life and, thus, also of furthering

national interests. We are determined loyally to collaborate in all the

tasks which must be solved in Geneva.

Of the general problems before the League of Nations the question of

universal disarmament is now in the foreground of our interest. (Very true!

from the Socialists and the. Democrats. Cries from the Communists.) The

disarmament of Germany has been carried out to the very end, and no State has

done as much as Germany for universal security. (Approval.) This is proved

by the Treaties of Locarno, our numerous arbitral conventions, the acceptance

of the optional clause of the World Court and our active collaboration in the

Geneva Security Committee. Germany was the first State to approve without

reservations the general pact for the outlawry of war, which was recently

proposed by the United States. We shall in the future also do our part to
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realise this great plan, which places the guaranteeing of peace on the broadest

conceivable basis.

All this gives us the right and duty to demand with all emphasis that

universal disarmament should now at last earnestly be carried out and that

thus the fondest desire of the nations who went through the terrible war

should be fulfilled. The world must realise that in the long run it is an

impossible condition for a great country like Germany, one-sidedly disarmed,

to be surrounded by countries which are armed to the teeth. (Very true! in

the middle and among the Socialists.) It will be the duty of the next meeting

of the League Assembly in September to establish clarity on the course which

the League of Nations is to take in this serious question.

The coming development of the reparation question will face us with an

important task. It goes without saying that the treatment of this question

will be of decisive importance for the whole economic and financial position

of Germany for long years to come. Through the Experts' Plan and the London

agreements of the year 1924, it has been possible to strip the reparation

problem of political character and to make out of it a financial and economic

question. Since then the execution of the Experts' Plan has proceeded smoothly.

Germany has regularly and punctually fulfilled her obligations. The Experts

themselves, however, described their Plan as only a provisional settlement

and stated that it was necessary to supplant this provisional settlement by

a definitive one as soon as circumstances make this possible. The execution

of the Plan during a period of nearly four years has furthered in great measure

the understanding of the general pre-requisites for the definitive solution.

It may be that the time for taking up the definitive solution may not yet be

precisely foreseen even to-day, but developments have nevertheless progressed

far enough to create in all interested circles room for the conviction that

the early accomplishment of this definitive solution is not only desirable,
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but also possible. The success of all efforts toward the definitive solution

of the reparation problem will depend upon their beinghandledtyall those interested

with the necessary measure of far-sightedness and upon their being carried out

in accordance with methods of mutual understanding, with a sound economic

policy and naturally with the assurance of a reasonable standard of living

of the German people. Germany, for her part, will not fail to collaborate

loyally in order to bring to a final conclusion a question which is of the

greatest significance both for the German economy and also for the world economy

Foregoing special mention of the other tasks of our foreign policy

arising from our relations to the other countries, I shall now turn to

questions of domestic policy. Execution of the Experts' Plan, reconstruction

of the world economy and the interests of the German national econony itself

demand in equal measure the facilitation and the cultivation of trade. In the

words of the Experts themselves, the reparation payments can be made in the

long run only out of genuine surpluses of the German economy. The world

economy is suffering from protectionism. The German economy requires for its

complete unfoldir; the development and intensification of its relations with

the world economy. Consequently, the Reich Government will support all efforts

tending toward this end, and will itself use its strength to fortify German

economic forces through the cultivation and expansion of world economic activitz

(Bravos from the Socialists.)

The new Reich Government associates itself with the unconditional recog-

nition of the results of the World Economic Conference at Geneva by the

previous Reich Government. For its part, it will aim at their materialisation

and energetically participate particularly in the work of lowering, through

international agreements, the customs tariffs which were increased practically

everywhere after the war. (Very true! from the Socialists.)
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Alongside the work at Geneva looking toward a reduction of customs tariffs,

commercial treaties continue to be the best means of removing hindrances to

exchanges between the individual national economies. The expansion of our

commercial treaty relations, particularly with the States to the east and south-

east,is considered by the Reich Government to be an important task. (Very

good! in the middle.)

It is pleased that negotiations have begun at Vienna looking toward a

definitive and conclusive commercial treaty with Austria, which is a nation

related to our own.

The Reich Government will also adopt the third method of activity in

commercial policy which the World Economic Conference recommended in its

efforts to facilitate the exchange of commodities: autonomous measures in

the field of the customs tariff. The Reich Government will accordingly submit

to the legislative bodies for decision the proposals for an autonomous tariff

reduction, on which the Reich Economic Council has already rendered a report,

relating to industrial items of the German customs tariff which cannot be

utilised in commercial treaties.

The movement of prices on the German domestic market is important for

the development of exports and for guaranteeing a reasonable real wage to the

working population. Its influencing is served by a commercial policy aiming

at the maintenance of ability to compete and above all by the correct attitude

of the State toward the great monopolistic organisations which influence our

economic life in the form of cartels, trusts, and similar bodies. (Very true!

from the Socialists.) The forces in these organisations which are useful

to the community at large and which increase production must be furthered;

their detrimental tendencies must be curbed. (Very good! from the Socialists

and in the middle.) To this end the leadership of a political system must

possess the absolutely indispensable survey over as well as insight into these
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organisms in order to be able to form a judgment on the manner and effects

of their activity and to adjust its measures accordingly. To grant these

possibilities to the constitutional authorities lies also in the well-under-

stood interest of those organisms themselves, as they will then meet with

better understanding of their measures among the community at large and will

gain from the Government the confidence necessary for collaboration. As a

result the application of legal measures against the abuse of positions of

economic power can be restricted to the absolutely necessary measure. (Very

good! from the Socialists. Laughter among the Communists.) In cases where

such collaboration cannot be brought about, present legislation requires

supplementation granting to the Government the necessary control, security and

the possibility of determining in an expert manner whether the activities of

these organisations are adapted to serve general economic progress. Corres-

ponding proposals for expanding cartel and monopoly legislation, particularly

in the direction of including the large enterprises which dominate the market,

will be presented upon their completion. The findings of the Commission of

Economic Enquiry, which has examined in particular detail precisely the fields

in which such organisations exist, will furnish valuable material to this end.

The efforts to give greater publicity to the internal affairs of large

enterprises. Such as are being pursued, among other ways, within the

scope of a reform of joint stock company law, serve the general interests

of the economy and the obtaining of capital.

The Reich Government is following with great care the development

of conditions in the pit-coal mining industry. The difficulties existing

here are not confined to Germany, but represent a problem common to all

countries participating in the mining of pit-coal. The German Government
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welcomes it that the questions connected herewith are being subjected to

international study by the Economic Committee of the League of Nations, and,

on its part, will collaborate most readily therein. (Laughter among the

Communists.)

The development of transportation facilities ardcfthe public communications

is of decisive importance for the prosperity of the economy. The Reich

Government will adhere to the past transportation policy, and aim at creating

the most favourable conditions for increasing sales through further organic

development of the various means of transportation.

The Reich Government is conscious of the fact that large circles of

the middle class in handicrafts, commerce and industry are in great distress

and that, as the President of this House said a short while ago, when he

took office, "have not yet been able to find a sound basis for their

existence". The Reich Government will see to it particularly that

protection and aid are accorded to these middle-class circles, as Article

164 of the Reich Constitution prescribes, and that reasonable limits are

set to the expansion of those activities of public corporations which are

not dictated by the requirements of the population. (Very good! in the

middle. Laughter among the Communists.)

As regards handicrafts, the promise of the solution of several

important questions of organisation is to be redeemed through the early

presentation and passage of the bill amending the law on handicrafts.

(Bravo! in the middle.) The co-operative self-aid organisations of

handicrafts and trades are energetically to be furthered.
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The settlement made by the creation for a restricted field

of the decree on building contracts is to be expediently extended

to the whole public order distribution system with collaboration

of the interested circles. In this connection the middle-sized

and smaller enterprises are to be given particular attention.

The training of an adequate supply of skilled workers to pro-

duce articles of high quality, particularly in view of the decline

in births during the war and the lack of young workmen consequently

to be expected, must be assured through a comprehensive settlement

of the training of the growing generation in industry, commerce and

handicrafts. (Laughter and cries among the Communists.) Its

execution shall be guaranteed by equal collaboration of employers

and employees through the competent trade organisations of industry.

This purpose is served by the law on training for trades, which

will shortly be introduced.

Article 165 of the Reich Constitution provides for the equal

collaboration of employees in economic and social policy. The

further execution of this article is served by the bill on the

definitive Reich Economic Council, which will occupy the Reichstag

in the very near future.
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One of the most important and first tasks of the definitive Reich

Economic Council will be to discuss proposals for the further execution of

Article 165 looking toward an increasing participation of workmen in the whole

economic development of productive resource (Bravo! from the Socialists.)

The creating and guaranteeing of fruitful collaboration will be aimed at

in all fields which are accessible to such collaboration. This must be done

also in relation to the German border areas which, as a result of their situa-

tion, are exposed to a series of special difficulties and therefore require in-

creased relief. The practical consequences must be drawn from the idea that

the economy of these areas forms a unit, equally important for all, with the

more favorably situated portions of the country. (Bravo: in the middle.)

There is no isolated economy of individual districts but solely a united

German economy. (Loud cries of Bravos )

Likewise it is necessary to guarantee an adequate equalisation and treat-

ment on a uniform basis to the various economic interests which within the

Government are entrusted to various ministries for technical reasons and reasons

of organisation. The Government will take care in this regard to cultivate

close collaboration between the individual Governmental offices and to adhere

to uniform fundamental ideas.

The distress of large circles and areas of German agriculture continues

undiminished. The restoration of the profitableness of agricultural enterprises

is the pre-requisite for their maintenance and thus for the maintenance of the

German rural population which the German Reich so indispensably requires in

the interests of its economy and of a sound structure of the German people.

Any permanent weakening of agriculture as a purchaser on the domestic

market would not be without effects on industry and trade. (Very true! from

the Socialists.) Likewise increased migration'from the rural districts, which
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would be the inevitable consequence of a long agricultural crisis, would burden

the city labor market in an unbearable manner. (Warm approval from the Socialists.

The Reich Government is quite conscious of the danger that, with a decline of

agricultural production, our food supply will become more dependent on foreign

countries and that the then necessary increased imports of foodstuffs will

burden our balance of trade. (Cries from the right.)

To combat these dangers and to alleviate the distress of agriculture, it

is first necessary to apply all measures which are adapted - without causing

the consumer to be burdened - to contribute to the restoration of the profitable-

ness of agriculture. Consequently the measures of the Reich to further the

fertility of the soil and to improve the technical bases of agricultural pro-

duction are to be continued. The application of all modern means of in-

creasing the yields and the rational utilisation of the natural resources of

the German soil are to be favored. Aside from the improvement of production,

however, the marketing conditions for the products of German farmers and cattle-

raisers must also be improved. (Very goods from the Socialists. Laughter on

the right.) Special attention will be devoted to preventing such excessive

fluctuations in the prices of cattle, grain and potatoes as hurt the pro-

ducer and do not benefit the consumer. (Very trues from the Socialists.) On

the basis of the program adopted by the last Reichstag to aid agriculture, the

work to improve quality, to standardize important products and to improve

marketing organisations, with special attention to agricultural products of

a specially high quality, is to be continued. (very good: frog the Socialists.)

The Reich Government is confident that these efforts will find indispensable

supplementation and support from the vital forces of self-help within agri-

culture itself. (Bravo: on the left and in the middle.) It will therefore

combat the splitting-up of the agricultural cooperative association system

and will devote its attention to strengthening these institutions of self-help,
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with the aim of creating a sure market for agricultural products by making it

possible to produce good articles which meet the demands of the consumer.

(Cry from the Communists: What about protection?)

Together with the competent authorities, the Reich Government will support

the efforts to keep the central institution of the co-operative associations in

an efficient status and to expand it so that it can cope with its growing

tasks.

The very greatest anxiety is caused by the still rising agricultural in-

debtedness at interest rates which cannot be earned, even in better times.

(Very'true! from the Socialists.) The amount of short-term credits comprised

in this indebtedness continues to endanger the rational operation of the enter-

prises. (Approval on the right.) The conversion of these credits into long-

term indebtedness and the reduction of the interest rates on all agricultural

debts will be aimed at. (Bravo! on the left,)

In the past few years agriculture has met the public charges and burdens

in great measure by encumbering capital and not out of the yields of operation.

(General approval.) Moreover, the burden on agriculture has been very un-

evenly distributed up to now. In examining the public tax system, it will be

considered to what extent relief and a just distribution of the burdens can be

brought about.

The Reich Government will most emphatically f irther agricultural settle-

ment with the aim of bringing about a healthy distribution of the population

and its various groups between the city and the country. (Very good! from the

right and in the middle. Cries from the left.) In this connection it will

in particular see to it that new labor resources are provided for sparsely-

populated border areas and help as many as possible worthy applicants for agri-

cultural settlement, including such ascan make only small initial payments, to

places on which to settle.(Bravot on the left and in the middle.) In agreement
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with the States, it will aim particularly at a reduction of the costs of

settlement in connection with the purchase of land and with the building of

farmhouses and at a simplification and cheapening of the procedure. The Reich

Government will devote ita special attention to providing long-term credits for

agricultural settlement. (Bravo! from the Socialists and in the middle.)

The social policy of the post-war period is one of the most important

problems of our domestic policy; but it is also influenced by international

social policy and on its part exerts an influence far beyond the limits of our

own country. (Very true! from the Socialists.)

The Reich Government intends to ratify the Washington Agreement on the

eight -hours day (Bravo! from the Socialists) and in the international negotia-

tions it will collaborate with all its force in the uncertainty

which at present exists concerning the revision of this agreement and in the

removal of the hindrances which stand in the way of its general ratification.

(Bravo! from the Socialists.) It will shortly (Cry from the Communists:

Shortly!) present to the Reichstag a bill for a law to protect workers, which.

has already been passed by the Reichsrat, and also the draft of a miners' law,

which is necessary for its supplementation. The regulation of working hours

contained in these laws is based on the eight-hours day, avoids economic

impossibilities and social injustices (Contradiction from the Communists) and

corresponds to the Washington Agreement. (Laughter among the Communists.)

Of the remaining fields covered by the bill for the protection of workers

particularly the social protection of the youth and the settlement of labor

supervision require the greatest attention. (Bravo! from the Socialists.)

The Reich Government considers a uniform development of the authorities

for supervising labor and their uniform activities under an expert central

authority equipped with the necessary powers, with participation of the
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employees, indispensable in the interests of effective labor protection.

(Renewed cries of Bravo! from the Socialists. Cries from the Communists.)

Aside from the law protecting workers, there must be furthered above all

the revision of the decree on seamen, the tariff agreement law and the general

labor contract law, (Cries from the Communists: The arbitral system!) in order

to conclude as soon as possible the uniform labor legislation promised by the

Constitution.

The law on the provision of employment and unemployment insurance adopted

in the summer of last year has placed the organisation of the labor market on

a new basis. The Reich Institution for Employment ecad-Lr Unemployment Insurance;

is still in process of amplification. The local unemployment offices are not

incorporated as yet. In the country they must in many cases be newly created.

The omissions of past decades must be repaired here. Only when this has been

done, will it be possible reliably to judge the effects of the new law.

(Cries from the Communists.) A question which must be settled in due time

before the winter is the status of seasonal laborers in respect to unemployment

insurance, to which end the organs of the Reich Institution have the necessary

powers. They will make objective use thereof just as they have already done

in other, not less difficult, questions. In this respect the Reich Government

will most emphatically support them.

Emergency relief has already been prolonged beyond July 1st. At the same

time there have been a number of further measures to meet the stagnation on the

labor market which has been making itself noticeable of late. The new Reich

Government will continue in this sense. Furthermore, the period of emergency

relief to older employees and laborers is to be prolonged beyond the present

limits. (Bravo! on the left.) This can be done by decree. It will further-

more have to be examined whether the harsh dismissal of older employees can

effectively be curbed. (Very right! on the left,)
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The Reich Government regards the support of unemployed persons as merely

a last resort. Incomparably more valuable is everything that pubs the unem-

41 ployed to work again. (Very true!) The Reich Government will further such

efforts in every possible manner. It will endeavour to overcome the scarcity

of laborers in the country (Laughter on the right) and it will devote its

very special attention to the great task of assuring in all branches of

economic activity an adequate supply of trained young laborers. Among other

things, the above-mentioned law for training in trades serves this end. From

this standpoint, all efforts to train laborers for other trades and to

facilitate the free movement of labourers, which is hindered greatly by the

present dwelling conditions, will always find the most emphatic support on

the part of the Government.

Within the scope of general measures of economy it will have to be

considered how the Reich insurance can be made simpler, more economical and,

consequently, more effective. In this connection a reduction of payments or

a restriction of local administration cannot be considered. It will even have

to be examined whether and to what extent the savings in the insurance system

can in turn be made beneficial to the insured and their families through

increased payments. (Bravo! on the left) In particular the insurance

organisations will be able more exactly than hitherto to adjust themselves to

forestalling and preventive measures, particularly to the struggle against

wide-spread disease and to protection against accidents while working. (Re-

newed cries of Bravo!) Also the expansion of accident insurance to include

occupational diseases which are not yet covered serves this end. A decree will

enlarge, on the basis of a resort of the Te=orary Reich Econoic Council, the

list of occupational diseases for which indemnification is to be the same as

in cases of accidents incurred while working. The Reichstag will at once

receive the bill, which has already been passed by the Reichsrat, on extending
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accident insurance so as to include further enterprises. Whether and how

inclusion of still other circles in the accident insurance can be effected

is to be examined in a memorandum to be presented to the Reichstag. (Cry

from the Communists: Include the Cabinets Laughter.)

The social insurance system must place itself in the service of our

population policy, which emphasizes protection and aid to the family. In

this connection, the age-limit at which insurance is obligatory in sickness

and employees' insurance gains a special importance. It will therefore have

to be considered whether and to what extent the limits are to be extended.

In the international social insurance the ways which have thus far been

trodden with success will be followed further. In State treaties and in inter-

national agreements, rights under the insurance will reciprocally be granted

to the insured even if they change their place of residence from one

territory to another. Such treaties and agreements at the same time form

the bridge between the insurance systems of the individual States and further

the uniform adjustment of laws. The close collaboration with the Inter-

national Labor Office, which has already led to fortunate and important

results for German and international social policy, will be continued

(Laughter and cries from the Communists.) This collaboration, on the

other hand, obligates the Reich Government to secure for Germany the position

befitting her in the international labor organisation.

It is in accordance with the unanimous sentiment of the German nation

to improve the lot of the persons injured in the war and the families of

dead soldiers. (Warm concurrence. Cries from the Communists.)

In like manner the Government will aim at improving public welfare

as much as possible to the benefit of those in distress, strengthening the

rights of those in need of help and extending public relief in its nature

and activities. It will also further the helpful institutions of charitable
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welfare (Hear, hear! and cries from the Communists); it will place the aid

for small rentiers analegal basis independent of the judgment of the local

welfare authorities.

Housing distress continues to hinder our national life from becoming healthy

The Government will devote its special attention to keeping old dwellings

available as dwellings and to constructing new dwellings and in this con-

nection take into account in a preferential manner the requirements of circles

of the people, who are without dwellings, but who have no funds or only small

funds, particularly of newly-founded families and large families, as well as

the persons injured in the war and the widows and children of soldiers killed

in the war. (Very good! from the Socialists. Disturbance among the Commun-

ists.) Yoreover,other measures must also be taken to alleviate the burdens

of families with many children.

In the creation of new dwelling space, it will aim at keeping the rents

in new dwellings at a bearable level through an economical and economic

utilisation of the funds for the construction of new dwellings. (Cries from

the Communists.) It will act against an unjustified rise in prices of real

property and any other unjustified profits. (Laughter and cries among the

National Socialists.) It will aid endeavours to lower building costs by more

rational development of the building trade. All resources of public as well

as private building enterprise are to be mobilised to expedite the construc-

tion of dwellings. The Reich Government regards it as an important task to

strengthen its influence on as economical as possible a utilisation of public

funds and to take care that new dwellings are constructed chiefly in those

places where, as regards the more distant future, favorable opportunities for

employment exist for the working population. (Very good! from the Socialists.)

Since the construction of dwellings is considered productive, there are no

objections, in case of urgent necessity, to providing funds through loans
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insofar as general economic conditions and the condition of the capital market permit.

Fruitful work, in the field of foreign, economic and social policy

is possible only on the foundation of a solid political structure,

(Loud cries from National Socialists: Very true!) the basis of

which ie our Weimar Conetitutic". (Warm approval from the Socialists and

Democrats. Laughter among the Communists.) It is the chief task of the

Reich Government to develop our State in a democratic sense on this basis

and to demand the honoring and respecting of the republic and its symbols.

(Animated concurrence among the Socialists and Democrats. Laughter and cries

from the Communists.) It will present to the Reichstag without delay the

initiative bill on Constitution Day which has been adopted by the Reichsrat.

(Disturbance and cries among the National Socialists. Counter cries from

the Socialists. Continuous disturbance. President's bell.)

It goes without saying that the Reich Government will protect the

Constitution against any illegal attack, from whatever quarter it may come,

with all the means at its command. (Very true! from the Socialists and

Democrats.)

In this connection the Reich Government relies on the loyal collabora-

tion of the officials. It will take pains to guarantee the rights of

officials and to further their interests. Supplementing the resolution

already adopted by the former Reichstag on a maximum limit of pensions, the

restoration of such a maximum limit and the questions connected therewith

will be examined. (Cries from the Communists: "Will be examined!") The

Government will devote its special attention to a settlement of the legal

position of ministers and the creation of a new law on Reich officials, in

which the decree on official penalties, which was not settled by the former

Reichstag, will be incorporated. Also the passage of the law for which

reservation was made in Article 130, paragraph 3, of the Reich Constitution,
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on organisations to represent officials, will be furthered in this

connection.(Cry from the Communists: Will be examined! Laughter.) To

be sure, a great many things must be examined. You, of course, do things

much more simply! (Laughter.)

The Reich Government recognises the necessity of a reform of the laws

on Reich and State citizenship in the sense of the resolution adopted by the

last Reichstag.

The Reich Government will take up anew the electoral reform. It is

known that the existing electoral law shows shortcomings which lead to an

estrangement between the persons elected and the voters and to a splitting

up of the party system. The object of the reform will be to preserve the

system of proportional representation fixed by the Constitution, but at the

same time to guarantee closer relations between the deputies and the voters.

(Approval)

In the field of educational policy, the settlements to be made byReich

law, as provided for in the Reich Constitution, still await solution. The

Reich Government will strive to develop the public school system organically

and socially with the object of guaranteeing to all strata of the population

an equal share in German cultural possessions. It will furthermore be its

task to strive for the solution of the far-reaching problem of the Reich

school law in the sense of elevating and improving the German school system,

which is already highly efficient. In this connection the position of the

school as an organism subordinate to State sovereignty, the structure and

organisation of which is based on the provisions of the Reich Constitution,

and the rights of religious associations as regards religious instruction

and the constitutional freedom of worship, are to be protected, the rights

of parents being taken into consideration. (Laughter and cries on the right.

Counter-cries from the left.)
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The improvement of the physical, mental and moral health of the German

people will continue to be a serious care of the Reich Government. It will

aid with all its power the institutions and measures for the investigation

and combating of diseases, the reduction of the infantile death rate and the

reduction of the abuse of alcohol and it will work for the systematic en-

lightenment of the nation in these respects. It will likewise devote its

attention to the cultivation of physical training, which fortunately is

gaining more and more ground as a means for increasing the physical strength

of our youth. The Reich Government will consider its special duty to be

the furthering of the great tasks of technical matters, research work,

science and art with all its strength and to do away with the distress in

this field.

An important task accrues to the Reich Government in the development of

international cultural relations. The Reich Government welcomes it that

since our entry into the League of Nations these relations in Germany have

already been furthered greatly and that the German commission for international

intellectual collaboration convened a short time ago to cultivate them.

(Approval.)

The defensive forces of the German Republic will be able effectively

to fulfil their tasks - protection of the borders and maintenance of peace

and order within Germany - only if they are rooted in the people and have

the confidence of all strata of the population. They will best obtain and

keep this confidence through loyal work and through a purely patriotic and non-

partisan attitude. (Cries.) But their tasks must not be made unnecessarily

difficult by drawing them into disputes over political differences. With

good-will on all sides it will be and must be possible no longer to treat

the questions of the defensive forces from a partisan standpoint (Hear,

hear!), for every German to look with pride on our defensive forces and to see
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in them only an aid and a protection. The Government, which demands from

the defensive forces that they should be a loyal and absolutely reliable

support of the republic, will, for its part, take care that the defensive

forces are provided, within the scope of their tasks and of the existing

Treaties and in accordance with our financial capacity, with all the funds

necessary for their tasks.

The great legislative task of the penal code reform - (Cry from the

Communists: what about the warship?) - Gentlemen, if you have wishes, I

am ready to discuss them with you in the debate. At present it is my task

to read a Government statement. (Noisy cries from the Communists.)

The great legislative task of the penal code reform - (Continued cries

from the Communists. President's bell.)

It was impossible for the Reichstag to conclude the great legislative

task of the penal code reform in the last legislative term. The transitional

law makes it possible for the House soon to take up this important task again.

Under the experienced guidance of Dr. Kahl, the penal code committee has

carried out and valuable preliminary work. Of course the decisions

of the committee on the penal code have no binding effect; the Reich

Government, too, must reserve for itself the right to take an independent

attitude toward the details of these decisions and of the bills which will

now be submitted to the new Reichstag. In this connection there will have

to be decided especially the question of the abolition of the death penalty.

(Cries from the Communists.) But even now the Reich Government will suggest

to the State Governments that they suspend death sentences until that time.

(Bravos from the Socialists.) In expressing the hope that it will be

possible to overcome many a difference and to arrive at an understanding on

the penal code reform, I know I am in agreement with the House. I am

strengthened in this conviction by the fact that this great legislative work

.is at the same time destined to give new expression to the indissoluble
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intrinsic relationship of the German Reich with its brothers in Austria.

(Bravo!) For the first time after a long period, Austria and Germany join hands

in common legislative work which is to bring to us the first great step on

uniform laws for Germans. (Cries from the National Socialists.)

There are before the House several initiative motions dealing with the

question of amnesty for political offences. The motions depart from the con-

sideration that for a number of offences, which were committed for political

reasons in a period of great political excitement and some of which are due to

the distress of the inflation era, the time has come for the State to forego

further punishment. (Cries from the Communists: Release Hoelz!) The Reich

Government hopes that in the discussion of the amnesty motions, which has

already begun, the House will reach an understanding on extent, nature and

limits of the amnesty, and, in agreement with the House, it attaches

special importance to having, through speedy treatment of the motions, the

legislative solution of the task concluded before the Reichstag adjourns.

(Bravo! from the Socialists.)

In the education of young judges, higher administrative officials and

lawyers, who are highly educated, filled with sympathy for the new State and

able to satisfy the augmented demands of modern political, economic and

cultural life, the Reich Government sees a particularly important and urgent

task. In a continuation of the discussions with the States which have already

begun, the Reich Government hopes soon to arrive at the adoption of a uniform

educational procedure to include if possible, judicial and administrative

jurists, but at the same time to take into account modern educational methods.

In this way will be created at the same time the preliminary conditions for a

far-reaching interchangeability of officials corresponding to the requirements

of the unity of the Reich and for the realisation of the long-desired right of

lawyers to practice their professions anywhere they choose in the country.
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In the field of tax policy, the Government will devote its attention to

the question of the extent to which it is possible to alleviate the oppressive

burden of taxation which is specially heavy on the middle and lower classes.

This would both increase savings activity and help in the formation of internal

capital as well. (Hear! Hear! on the right.) Naturally the answer to this

question is dependent upon the further development of our economic position

and the judgment of the position of the Reich finances. (Cry from the National

Socialists: Long live capitalism!) It will remain to be examined whether

under these conditions it appears possible to make a moderate reduction in the

income tax rates for lower and middle-sized incomes. Naturally this examina-

tion will be dependent upon the course of further developments in general, and

this must be awaited. (Hear! hear! from the Communists.) Only in the autumn

will it be possible to form a judgment.

It seems very urgent to consider the extent to which incomes up to 8,000

marks, whether liable to wage tax or to assessment, can be relieved of tax

pressure in view of the fact that the receipts from the wage tax during the past

months of the fiscal year have been such as to indicate that the legal maximum

limit will be exceeded. It seems furthermore necessary to redeem now the

promise made in the law and to levy that portion of the tax on property required

to make up the deficit of 40 million marks in 1926 as compared with the budget

estimates. (Cry from the right: Do you call that reducing taxes?) The bill

to this end was submitted to the Reichsrat by the preceding Government.(Great

amusement on the left.) It will now have to be adopted there and then go

before the Reichstag. Through the proper choice of the date for this supple-

mentary payment .... (Disturbance. Continual cries from Deputy Torgler.

President's bell.)

Through the proper choice of the date for this supplementary payment and

through the method of its collection, particularly in regard to weak enterprises
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care will be taken to avoid undue hardships in connection with the supple-

mentary payments.

Special attention will have to be given to the financial relationship

between the Reich, the States and the communes. The most important basis

for a future development of the financial settlement, which is so important

for the whole financial situation, is a uniform settlement of the material

law on real taxes and the house rent tax; this is to be brought about through

a tax simplification law, the draft of which is already engaging the Reichs-

rat. Such a law is to bring about a great step forward as regards a just

distribution of all tax burdens and is to further an expedient Reich and

administrative reform.

As to financial administration in general, it may be expected on the

basis of the results of the expired months of this fiscal year that taxes and

administrative revenues will amount substantially to the budget estimates

unless some unexpected change should take place. Since on the other hand no

surplus receipts may be expected the most economical budgetary practices are

absolutely necessary in order to prevent any danger to the equilibrium of

our finances, as such danger must be averted under all conditions. The size

of the extraordinary budget and of the resulting loan requirements - in spite

of the progress made in this respect in the recent past - continues to be the

subject of grave misgivings. The present Government will continue with all

emphasis the endeavours to improve the situation in this respect. In view

of the increasing expenditures of the next few years and of the disappearance

of several revenues still coming in this year, it considers itself obliged to

do everything in its power to secure the orderliness of our finances from re-

versals. But financial problems cannot be considered without reference to

the close connection between them and the reparation obligations of Germany.
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This will require the greatest care, whether it is general economic policy

or the borrowings and expenditures of German public bodies that are under

consideration. It has been possible to arrive at a settlement of loan

policy which has been made in close contact with the public bodies concerned.

In future also foreign loans seem desirable only if they correspond to the

economic principles of productivity and profitability.

The Government agrees with the conference of the States and with the

whole nation that the present settlement of the relationship between the

Reich and the States is unsatisfactory and requires thorough reform. (Very

true: from the Socialists.) It approaches this vital problem in the con-

sciousness of the necessity of a strong Reich power, of the significance of

the manifold pecularities national life and of the requirements of

the most economical financial practices of the public budgets. It will

endeavour to arrive at a satisfactory solution in close collaboration with

the States.

The creation of a Reich administrative court as the next step toward

simplification will be emphatically furthered. Fundamental agreement with

Prussia has already been reached to the end that the Prussian Supreme

Administrative Court is to be merged with the Reich Administrative Court.

Ladies and Gentlemen! the declaration of the new Reich Cabinet as put

before you shows you that we earnestly and sincerely desire to solve the

great tasks assigned to us with all the strength at our disposal. But the

exhaustive program we have set for ourselves cannot be put into effect unless

there is an end to the era of crises and until the political situation is so

firm and consolidated that the whole energy of the Reich Government can be

concentrated on the fulfilment of its functions. This is the unanimous wish
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of our people and corresponds to the will of the Reich Cabinet. The

Government lays claim to the leadership along the way to reconstruction,

and trusts that the majority of this House will support its program.

(Great applause from the Socialists and in the middle. Cries from the

Communists. Renewed applause from the Socialists and in the middle.)

R/DLC
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